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Climate records for wind speed, wind direction, and temperature are analyzed for
the period from 1979-2009 for the Beaufort/Chukchi Seas region of the Arctic. Wind
records have historically been subject to far fewer analyses than other meteorological
variables, such as temperature or precipitation. This is particularly true for data sparse
regions. Data were collected for a large area in the Beaufort/Chukchi Seas region, which
includes portions of Russia, the United States, and Canada. Data from 250 stations were
collected from a variety of networks throughout the region and uniformly quality
controlled. Eight long-term stations were identified for data completeness and length of
record. Climatologies were developed for these eight stations for wind speed, wind
direction, and temperature for the period from 1979-2009. Trends in monthly and annual
wind speed and temperature were examined. Results from the climatologies and trend
tests were then compared to gridded output from the North American Regional
Reanalysis (NARR). Using a combination of data sets, a case study focusing on warmseason seas breezes in a smaller study area was performed for 2009. Climatologies show
an Arctic climate with clear distinctions between coastal and interior locations for the
variables analyzed and strong seasonal characteristics. Strong warming was evident at all
locations, particularly in the late warm-season/early cold-season. Negative wind speed
trends were observed at several locations, though seasonality was less evident. Biases in
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NARR were noted for variables analyzed. Trends in NARR temperature compared well
with observations in sign and magnitude. Wind speed trends were not well represented.
Further investigations into physical mechanism behind wind speed trends and differences
in reanalysis are required. Sea breezes were found to occur around Deadhorse, Alaska in
the summer of 2009. Frequency was highest in June (43% of days) decreasing through
the warm season (26% of days). Direction and inland penetration of sea breezes appears
to be related to the strength of the temperature gradient over the region.
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Chapter 1. !"#$%&'(#)%"*+,-(./$%'"&*+-"&+0123(#)435+
1.1. Introduction
In recent years numerous studies have shown the Arctic is undergoing rapid and
drastic changes in climate (e.g. Sakakibara 2011; Serreze and Francis 2006). These
changes are affecting near-surface air temperature and sea ice, which is indicative of
warming in the region and to a lengthening of the warm season and reductions in sea ice
extent (Wendler et al. 2010; Barber and Hanesiak 2004; Cosimo 2003). The
documentation of these observed changes are contained in the results of a great deal of
published research activity on meteorological, hydrological, and climatological processes
in the Arctic (e.g. Walsh et al. 2009; Deser and Teng 2008; Hinkel et al. 2003; Doran et
al. 2002; Stone 1997). From these studies a great deal of knowledge on the extent of
climate change and the rates at which these changes are occurring has been gained. Many
studies conducted to date have dealt with the analysis of atmospheric air temperature,
permafrost, biological, hydrological, or sea ice data sets. Little work has been done
concerning the analysis of wind regimes and temporal trends in wind speeds in the
Arctic. Though there have been studies that have looked at trends in cyclone
activity/intensity and atmospheric pressure patterns over the region (Zhang et al. 2004;
Polyakov et al. 2003). This lack of direct analysis regarding wind regimes and trends is
one of the primary motivations for this study.
The Beaufort and Chukchi Seas coasts of the Arctic (Figure 1) provide a prime
area for the study of wind regimes and how climatic changes may be affecting wind
patterns in the Arctic coastal environment. This coastal region spans the Western Arctic
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and three countries (Canada, Russia, and the United States) have sizable sections of their
coastlines defined by these water bodies. Also defining the coastal environment are the
wind driven currents of the Beaufort Gyre, which govern the general movement of ice
and water through this region (Wendler et al. 2010; Proshutinsky et al. 2002). Indigenous
populations live in close proximity to the coast with a largely subsistence lifestyle. This
connection to the natural world exposes them to changes in climate such as: reduced sea
ice cover, increasing temperatures, and changing seasonality. Also due to the low
elevation of their communities, they are particularly vulnerable to coastal erosion
(Sakakibara 2011).
There is a historical wealth of wind data along the Beaufort and Chukchi coasts
that allows for historical analysis of wind patterns. In addition to locations with long-term
historical data available, an ever-increasing number of locations are coming online with
new sources of data that will allow for analysis of mesoscale and local scale phenomena
associated with wind. One of the phenomena in this region is the summertime sea breeze,
which was documented along the Alaskan Beaufort coast in the late 1970’s and early
1980’s but has received little attention in the literature since (Kozo 1982a; Walsh 1977).
In addition to climatic and environmental changes in the Beaufort/Chukchi region,
activities concerning natural resource extraction have also increased (Cronin et al. 2000).
A better understanding of wind regimes and possible changes occurring in wind patterns
would provide a valuable tool to interests and activities surrounding environmental
protection and natural resource extraction.
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1.2. Background
1.2.1. Wind Regimes and Trends
“Wind is a central element of the global climate system that both describes
climate change and variability and influences key aspects of the terrestrial environment”
(Wan et al. 2010, p. 1209). Winds observed at a location are reflections of the
atmospheric processes occurring on a variety of scales at and around the given location,
from micro scale to global scale. Though smaller scale processes are important, winds are
often thought of as reflections of what is occurring on the global scale of atmospheric
circulations. Winds play important role in many climatic processes, such as governing the
transfer of heat and moisture towards and away from the surface. Wind speeds are a
function of the atmospheric pressure gradient over a region, which in itself can be
described as a function of air temperature. As a result, changes observed in wind speed
and wind direction may be indicators of larger changes in the overall climate system.
Historically, the meteorological variables of wind speed and wind direction have
been subject to far fewer analyses than precipitation or temperature records. This is
particularly obvious in the existing literature on the trend analysis of wind speeds. This
paucity can be partly attributed to the heterogeneities (e.g. anemometer height changes,
instrumentation changes, urbanization etc.) inherent in historical wind records (Vautard et
al. 2010; Wan et al. 2010; Pryor et al. 2009; Pirazzoli and Tomasin 2003; Klink 1999).
Pryor et al. (2009) discussed the industries that would benefit from better analyses of
wind speed and wind speed trends, among these were: the insurance, maritime,
construction, agriculture, and wind energy. The analyses of wind regimes and trends are
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not only of concern to industrial interests, but communities in coastal regions, particularly
in the Arctic, would benefit from better wind studies in the mitigation of coastal erosion
(Sakakibara 2011; Pryor et al. 2009). Previous studies have shown that over the period
from 1985 through 2005 coastal erosion along the Beaufort Coast had increased to 1.08
km2 yr-1 in some locations from a rate of 0.46 km2 yr-1 over the period from 1955-1985 in
some locations (Mars and Houseknecht 2007). Scientific studies involving the estimation
of the surface energy balance would also benefit from better understanding of changes in
near-surface wind fields (Rayner 2007).
There have been several studies that attempt to capture trends in near-surface and
upper air wind speeds. The geographical extent of these studies has rarely extended into
the northern latitudes of the Arctic, though there are sufficient data at several locations.
The greatest concentration of studies focus on locations in the mid-latitude regions of the
world, which is understandable due to the wealth of meteorological data and high
populations at these latitudes (Troccoli et al. 2012; Guo et al. 2010; Wan et al. 2010;
Pryor et al. 2009; McVicar et al. 2008; Pirazzoli and Tomasin 2003; Klink 2002, 1999).
These studies have provided useful insights into patterns and trends in wind speed over a
large portion of the globe. Direct comparison of the results of these studies is difficult due
to the differing approaches authors took to resolve homogeneity issues with the
observational wind data analyzed in each study. Despite the difficulties in direct
comparison due to the varying methodologies, these studies have displayed interesting
results regarding wind speed trends.
The vast majority of these studies have noted statistically significant decreasing
trends in near-surface wind speed (Troccoli et al. 2012; Guo et al. 2010; Wan et al. 2010;
!
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Pryor et al., 2009; McVicar et al, 2008). Several theories have been suggested to explain
the decrease in near-surface wind speeds. Among these are decreases in atmospheric
pressure gradients (Guo et al. 2010), increases in surface roughness around observing
sites (Vautard et al. 2010), natural climatic variability (Pirazolli and Tomasin 2003), or
changes in the overall circulation of the lower atmosphere (Vautard et al. 2010; Jiang et
al. 2010). Trocolli et al. (2012) noted decreasing wind speeds over Australia similar to
other studies mentioned (particularly McVicar et al. 2008). However they attributed the
magnitude and signs of trends to the time period chosen, with the longest records of
observations containing near-zero trends in wind speed. With this information they ruled
that changes in atmospheric circulation and wind speed were unlikely on the climatic
time scales contained in the instrumental record (Trocolli et al. 2012). In reviewing the
literature on wind speed trends two items become apparent: a large majority of authors
agree that winds have shown statistically significant decreases in numerous sections of
the globe and that further research into physical causes for decreasing wind speeds is
needed.
The Arctic, in contrast to the mid-latitude regions of the globe, has received little
attention in analysis of wind speed data. This is likely attributable to the remoteness of
the region and low population density which result in a paucity of in-situ wind
observations, as meteorological observations are historically more robust in populous
areas. Also, inherent problems with automated wind observations where anemometer
icing is common may contribute to a lack of study. There have been a few recent studies
focusing on wind regimes and wind speed trends in the Arctic. Of these, two focus on
individual locations along the Beaufort/Chukchi coasts (Small et al. 2011; Lynch et al.
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2004). Lynch et al. (2004) conducted an assessment of extreme wind events at Barrow,
Alaska. In this study, wind speed trends were calculated over the period of 1921-2001
annually and for each month of the year. Linear trends in wind speed over this period
were found to be increasing, several months significantly. Months where wind speed
trends were found to be significantly positive also saw increases in cyclone intensity.
This suggests that positive wind speed trends at this location and may be attributable to
extreme events rather than alterations to the mean wind regime. Lynch et al. (2004) did
not note in their study if attempts at the homogenization of the historical wind record
were made. Small et al. (2011) looked at the observed summer wind regime at
Tuktoyaktuk, Northwest Territories, Canada (69.4°N, 133.0°W). In their study, the
overall characteristics of the summer time wind regime are discussed. In their study
summer was defined as July, August, and September. There is also a focus on high wind
events and possible physical mechanisms for these events. Small et al. (2011) do not
explicitly discuss the existence of trends in wind speed at Tuktoyaktuk, but do discuss
how high wind events coupled with observed decreases in the coverage of summertime
sea ice in the Arctic may affect the local population.
1.2.2. Sea Breeze
Sea breezes are known to be common mesoscale features in many coastal regions
throughout the world. The sea breeze by nature is a thermally induced circulation,
typically observed during the warmest months of the year, generally resulting from the
fact that the temperature of the land surface is warmer than the body of water adjacent to
the land. As a result of this temperature difference between land and water, a sea breeze
forms when this difference is large enough to overcome the forcing from the synoptic-
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scale winds (Buckley and Kurzeja 1997; Cetola 1997; Reible et al. 1993). When this
forcing from the local temperature gradient weakens, generally after sunset, the sea
breeze circulation deteriorates and the wind patterns return to the dominant large scale
flow (Cetola 1997).
The physical nature of the sea breeze results from the thermal gradient established
during daylight hours. These circulations usually appear in the form of a landward flow
of wind near the surface with a return seaward flow at a level farther above the surface.
The sea breeze circulation is limited in height by the planetary boundary layer. The sea
breeze is generally limited in distance of inland penetration due to the moist, cool air
from the sea breeze mixing with dry, warmer air over land and resulting in a weakening
of the gradients that fuel the circulation as distance from the water increase (Reible et al.
1993). The inland penetration of the sea breeze is also limited by many factors, among
these are: thermal forcing, topography, and prevailing synoptic conditions (Arritt 1993).
In many regions where there is a strong diurnal cycle in temperature over land, a land
breeze will develop in place of the sea breeze during the night time hours. This is
essentially the opposite of a sea breeze, a thermal circulation due to thermal gradient
imposed by the warmer water temperatures and cooler land surface (Neumann and
Mahrer 1971; Kozo, 1982a).
The Beaufort and Chukchi Seas coast (Figure. 1) provide a unique region to study
sea breeze circulations. Due to the high latitude of these coastal regions (~70°N) there are
numerous factors that differentiate this area from other coastal locations in the tropics and
the mid-latitudes. Among these differences are: the continuous daylight in the region
during the summer months, a stronger Coriolis Parameter (due to the extreme northern
!
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latitude), a shallow planetary boundary layer (in which the circulation is contained),
steeper vertical temperature gradients in the lower atmosphere, as well as perennial ice
cover in the area. Not to mention, there is strong evidence that this area is experiencing
dramatic and rapid changes in climate (Sakakibara 2011; Serreze and Francis 2006). The
Brooks Range along the southern boundary of the North Slope of Alaska and
mountainous regions of the Chukotka Autonomous Okrug in Russia are major geographic
features in the region that could also effect and limit the extent of sea breezes in these
regions.
1.2.2.1. Previous Studies
The sea breeze is one of the most studied meteorological circulations in the
scientific literature. There are several different approaches that have been used by an
array of researchers to study the sea breeze circulation. Of these approaches, they
generally fall into two groups, numerical modeling of the sea breeze or observational
studies. Few of the existing studies extend into the Arctic.
The majority of available studies on the sea breeze consist of numerical modeling
methodology. There have been both two-dimensional and three-dimensional models.
Two-dimensional models (Porson et al. 2007; Arritt 1993; Kozo 1982b; Walsh 1974;
Neumann and Mahrer 1971; Estoque 1962) provide the majority of these cases. Twodimensional models of the sea breeze provide an essential tool for the understanding of
the general characteristics of the sea breeze and the effects of large scale synoptic forcing
on the sea breeze. Two-dimensional models do have some shortcomings, due to the
nature of their governing equations cannot account for inland water bodies and coastline
curvature (Cetola 1997). Three-dimensional models (Kusaka et al., 2000; Zhong and
!
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Takle 1993; Pielke 1974) have been used to include the effects of coastline shape and
other irregular features on the sea breeze circulations in various areas.
Though in the minority, there have been several observational studies of sea
breezes. Most of these consist of field studies that span a period of days to weeks during
one particular year (Buckley and Kurzeja 1997; Reibel et al. 1993; Zhong and Takle
1992; Kozo 1982a; Fisher 1960). These studies provide a vital insight into the actual
observation of the sea breeze and how observations differ from the results of numerical
models. An important note is many of these use instrumentation designed for the study
(Kozo 1982a), not existing meteorological data. A smaller subset of the observational
studies of sea breezes concerns the climatological study of the circulation. These studies
(Eager et al. 2008; Furberg et al. 2002; Masselink and Pattiaratchi 1998) provide
important conclusions about the observed characteristics of the sea breeze that require
more data (temporally) than a shorter record of observations will allow, such as the mean
time of onset of the sea breeze, the mean inland extent of the sea breeze, how the large
scale synoptic conditions affect the sea breeze in a given location, and impacts upon the
local environment (e.g. air pollution).
1.2.2.2. Arctic Sea Breezes
Sea breezes in the coastal areas along the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas Coasts have
been hinted at in the existing scientific literature on Arctic climate and Arctic wind
regimes (Small et al 2011; Lynch et al. 2004; Myers and Pitelka 1979; Walsh 1977).
Despite this acknowledgment of the existence of a sea breeze or sea-breeze-like
circulation, there have been few studies of the actual arctic sea breeze itself. To the
author’s knowledge, the only literature examining the Arctic sea breeze directly are
!
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several articles written in the late 1970’s to early 1980’s concerning the areas
surrounding Barrow, Deadhorse, and Prudhoe Bay, Alaska (Kozo 1982a and b; Moritz
1977; Walsh 1977). All of these authors used short seasons of field observations to reach
their conclusions.
Kozo (1982a) used field data collected during August and early September of
1976 at several locations along the Beaufort Coast of Alaska to characterize the sea
breeze circulation. The most referenced locations in this study are from Prudhoe
Bay/Deadhorse (coastal) to Umiat, which is 50 km inland and 50 km to the southwest
from the Prudhoe Bay/Deadhorse site. This distance was generally used to establish the
land-sea temperature gradient. In this study there was strong observational evidence for a
sea breeze circulation and found it to be a controlling factor in the warm season wind
regime of his study area.
Some unique characteristics of the Arctic sea breeze that makes it distinct from
lower latitude sea breeze circulations were noted by Kozo (1982a). Most features that are
unique to the Arctic stem from the high latitude of the study region. Kozo (1982a) found
these features to be: a thirty seven percent stronger Coriolis parameter, a quasi-permanent
surface-based inversion over water, a similar surface-based inversion over land during the
hours near midnight local time (Alaska Daylight Time) that breaks down as the sea
breeze develops, an absence of a land breeze due to the constant positive difference in
land-sea temperature which results from the long solar day accompanying Arctic
summers, and a large land-sea temperature difference. According to Kozo (1982a), sea
breeze days were found by this study to occur around twenty five percent of the days
studied.
!
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The most unique characteristic of the Arctic sea breeze (mentioned above) is the
absence of a land breeze. This represents a unique challenge in diagnosing sea breeze
conditions. It was found that the wind direction on some sea breeze days along the Arctic
coast near Prudhoe Bay has a temporally varying rotational component, influenced by the
heating of the land surface over time. From the hours of midnight to through midmorning (0900 AKDT) winds were, on certain days, found to be parallel to the coastline
or slightly seaward (shoreline orientation: east to west). With increased heating the nearsurface winds rotate counter clockwise to a more northerly direction between 0900 and
1500 AKDT and rotating clockwise during 1500 to midnight AKDT (Kozo 1982a). The
magnitude of this rotation was found to be variable from day to day, and was dependent
on the synoptic condition, typical values of rotation could be anywhere from 70° to 240°
over the course of the day. This rotation is indicative of a sea breeze in the Arctic as
opposed to a standard land breeze component and aided in the determination of sea
breezes (Kozo 1982a).

1.3. Objectives
In recent years, the availability of observational meteorological data has improved
a great deal. With new observing stations coming online and increased frequency of
observation (i.e. hourly as opposed to daily etc.), this improvement has been both spatial
and temporal in nature. Also, the development of gridded reanalysis data sets aids in the
analysis of meteorological phenomena in regions (such as the Beaufort/Chukchi Coasts)
with a paucity of both near-surface and upper air observations. Using a combination of
both observational and reanalysis data sets, an updated study of wind regimes and
summertime sea breezes would be beneficial for understanding the warm season
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climatology of this area, as well as the impacts of such an event of economic activity in
the Beaufort/Chukchi Coastal region. This knowledge could be particularly useful to the
petroleum industry (i.e. petroleum exploration, oil-spill risk assessment,
environmental/ecosystem protection). With the substantial increase in economic activity
and other interests in the Beaufort/Chukchi region in recent years, wind regimes and
feature (e.g. sea breezes) could have important and meaningful impacts on a variety of
activities as they have been shown to dramatically alter weather and air quality on a local
scale (Miller et al. 2003).
Using these advancements in data quality and availability on the
Beaufort/Chukchi Seas coast, three main objectives have been designated to better
understand the climate, potential, and characteristics of sea breezes in this region.
First, the number of the long-term meteorological stations in the
Beaufort/Chukchi region has increased in the time since the studies on Arctic sea breezes
were conducted. As a result of this improved data resolution over the entire region, an
updated monthly climatology of temperature, wind speed, and wind direction will be
performed for long-term meteorological stations. A long-term station is an observing
station with at least 30 years of data over the period from 1979-2009. This will provide
updated insight into the patterns of these variables both spatially and temporally. Using
data from these long-term stations, trend tests will be performed on wind speed and
temperature to gauge if the observed changes (Wendler et al. 2010; Barber and Hanesiak
2004; Cosimo 2003) seen in these variables are statistically significant.
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Second, though the spatial resolution of data has improved greatly in the region in
recent years, it is still lacking when compared with more populated areas of the globe.
Through the development of gridded reanalysis datasets it has been possible to gain
insight into the spatial characteristics of the climate in data sparse regions (Mesinger et
al. 2006). Reanalysis data are compiled using atmospheric models with forced data
assimilation. In regions such as the Beaufort/Chukchi Seas, the model is less constrained
by assimilated data (Small et al. 2011). As a result of this freedom in the reanalysis,
comparisons with direct observational data in the region are important if reanalysis data
are taken to represent reality. To understand the differences between observations and
reanalysis data, the analyses performed in the first objective will be repeated for the same
time period with a reanalysis data set and compared with the results from observations.
Third, using a combination of near-surface observations, reanalysis, and upper air
observations the long-term stations in the region will be examined for evidence of sea
breeze circulations. A smaller area (roughly centered on Deadhorse, Alaska) will also be
examined for the summer of 2009 to help understand the spatial characteristics of the sea
breeze for a season where a sufficient network of observational stations is available for
analysis.
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Chapter 2. Data and Study Area
2.1. Study Area
The Beaufort/Chukchi Seas region covers a large expanse with an overall paucity
of near-surface and upper air meteorological observations. Though the number of
meteorological stations is increasing, particularly in the period from the years 2000 2009. The primary area of study is an area (Figure. 2) bounded by coordinates: West:
174°E, East: 133°W, South: 66°N, North: 75°N. This area covers portions of two
continents (Asia and North America), three countries (Russia, United States of America,
and Canada), and a geographical area of roughly 18,026,000 square kilometers.

2.2. Data
2.2.1. Data Sets
Within the primary study area, a broad network of meteorological stations was
compiled as part of The Beaufort/Chukchi Seas Mesoscale Meteorology Modeling Study
(BCSMMMS) [http://mms-meso.gi.alaska.edu/]. A total of 250 meteorological stations
were compiled for the time period of 1979-2009. The stations in this dataset originated
from a variety of networks, a breakdown of networks is given in Table 1. These stations
varied greatly in instrumentation, length of record, variables reported, and quality of
metadata. This variability in data quality was attributed to variety of causes such as,
varying or nonexistent quality control procedures, incomplete or missing metadata, or the
number of variables available for analysis from station to station. This could be due to the
varying mission stations parent network. A map of all available stations, broken down by
Network, is given in Figure 3. The data for eight long-term stations from which
!
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climatologies were developed, originated from the National Climatic Data Center
(NCDC) dataset DS3505
[http://cdo.ncdc.noaa.gov/pls/plclimprod/poemain.accessrouter?datasetabbv=DS3505,
Obtained: 6/1/2010] before quality control routines were performed.
Due to the varying quality of meteorological data collected at sites throughout the
study area, quality control of the data through a uniform process was necessary. As part
of an earlier stage of the BCSMMMS, data from each station were run through an
automated quality control process based off of the seasonal comparison methods
developed by Hubbard et al. (2005). Three tests were used to assess the quality of the
collected data: seasonal threshold, seasonal rate of change, and seasonal persistence. The
seasonal threshold tests check whether a value of a variable (e.g. temperature) falls within
a specific range of values for the month in which the value falls. The step change test is
designed to see whether the change seen from one reported value to the next is “within
the climatologically expected lower and upper limits of daily rate of change for the month
in question” (Hubbard et al., 2005). While, the persistence test is a method to check the
variability of the measurements against the possibility of instrument failure. The check
against instrument failure or malfunction is particularly important in this region due to
the prominence of anemometer icing, where an anemometer becomes encased in ice and
can no longer function adequately (Makkonen et al. 2001).
Upper air data were also compiled for the primary study area from the Integrated
Global Radiosonde Archive (IGRA) [http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/climate/igra,
Obtained: 6/6/2011]. Upper air data were available for seven locations in the Beaufort
Chukchi Seas region within the years from 1979-2009. A detailed list of available upper
!
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air stations with location, country, and period of record is given in Table 2. Quality
control of collected upper air data was not necessary, as IGRA had included their quality
control flags within the radiosonde data. Additional quality control of radiosonde data
was not needed as inspection of values that passed the quality control process from IGRA
seemed reasonable and within climatological expectations.
Data from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR)
[http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/narr/, Obtained: 9/23/2010] were used in this study
for both comparative purposes and as a substitute for observational data when
observations were not available. NARR is a “long-term, dynamically consistent, highresolution, high-frequency, atmospheric and land surface hydrology dataset for the North
American domain” (Mesinger et al. 2006). Data were available for the same time period
as the observational dataset (1979-2009) at 3-hour temporal resolution. NARR is gridded
on a 32 km horizontal resolution Eta Model grid, which allows for fine spatial resolution
over the study region.
2.2.2. Wind Data Processing
Wind data present a unique set of challenges when compared to other
meteorological variables. One of the most common causes of heterogeneities in historical
wind records is a change in anemometer height. If uncorrected, these changes in
anemometer height can lead to erroneous results when analyzing wind speed and wind
speed trends. To correct wind speed records, a mathematical transformation is often
applied. One such transformation is the wind power law, given below:
ℎ

! ℎ ! !ℎ !! ! !!ℎ! !
!
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where U(h) is the wind speed at the adjusted height, h is the adjusted (target) height in
meters, ho is the original anemometer height in meters, U(ho) is the wind speed at the
original anemometer height, and ! is the power law exponent. The power law exponent
can vary depending on atmospheric stability and influence of the surface on the wind
field. However, lacking this information, a value of 1/7 was used for ! for this study. This
value was shown by Peterson and Hennessey (1978) to provide reasonable estimates of
wind speed at standard anemometer heights when converting data from nonstandard
anemometer heights over a variety of atmospheric conditions if the adjustments are small
in magnitude. In this study the largest anemometer height change was 2.1 meters for the
long-term climatologies. A value of 10 meters was assigned to h, as this is considered the
standard for anemometer heights. Other more commonly used transformations exist, such
as the logarithmic wind profile (Wan et. al 2010). The logarithmic wind profile requires
information about surface roughness (zo), which was not available for this study from the
metadata, thus justifying the use of the wind power law. Through the employment of
quality control procedures and the wind power law, steps were taken to make the time
series of wind speed data more acceptable for climatological analysis. Attempts at full
homogenization, such as statistical checks and corrections of undocumented changes, of
wind speed records (i.e. Wan et al 2010; Wang 2008) were not attempted due to the
broader nature of this project. Homogenization of wind records in the Arctic, similar to
projects performed on data from the mid-latitudes, is an important avenue for future
research.
The wind data from NARR also required additional processing before
comparisons and analyses could be performed. NARR wind data are packaged into zonal
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(u) and meridional (v) components. The u component or zonal wind contains the
magnitude of the wind from west to east or east to west. The sign convention used for u
is positive (+) from west to east and negative (-) from east to west. The v component is
positive for winds from south to north and negative from north to south. To derive wind
speed and wind directions from the reanalysis data, two common equations were used. To
extract wind speed data from the reanalysis wind vectors the following equation was
used:
!" ! ! !! ! ! !

(2)

where u is the zonal wind speed , v is the meridional wind speed, and ws is the resultant
wind speed in ms-1 from the u and v components. To extract wind direction in
meteorological coordinates, the following equation was used:
!"#$ ! !

!"#
!

! !"!#! !! ! ! !"#

(3)

where u is the zonal wind speed, v is the meridional wind speed, and wdir is wind
direction in degrees of arc in meteorological coordinates. The function atan2(x,y) is a
trigonometric function common to many analysis software packages and can be defined
in Cartesian coordinates as:
!"#$!%& !! ! ! ! ! !"#$!"!
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Chapter 3. Methods
In this study, a variety of methods were used to examine the warm season wind
regime of the Beaufort/Chukchi Seas Coasts. These methods included construction of
long-term wind climatologies for the study region, Mann-Kendall trend tests of
temperature and wind speed, direct comparison of observational data to NARR output for
climatologies, and a short term sea breeze analysis for a select study area (Figure 2).
Through this combination of approaches a clearer picture of the warm season wind
regime of this region has been developed. The warm season was defined by the time
period when the mean monthly temperature is above 0°C. For this study, the abovefreezing time period is June, July, August, and September.

3.1. Long-Term Climatologies
When examining a particular meteorological phenomenon in a region, an
understanding of the broader climatology of the region is necessary. Though long-term
climatologies of many locations in the Arctic exist, they are often over a variety of time
periods, inconsistent in the variables included, and are often for one or a limited number
of locations. Due to the nature of data collection and low population density in the Arctic
long-term observing stations have been historically few in number. For this study a longterm station was defined as: a station that had an observational record extending from
1979-2009 (31 years), covered all months of the year, had a consistent time of
observation, and less than ten percent of months missing from the record. A missing
month was defined as any month that contained less than thirty percent of data for a given
month. Also, the station must not have undergone any major relocation over the
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observing period. Individual observations were also excluded from calculations if they
were missing or were marked as questionable by quality control methods.
Analysis of wind data over long periods of time is prone to a unique set of
challenges not typically seen in the analysis of other meteorological variables. From the
criteria given above, eight stations were identified as long-term observing stations
suitable for developing a climatology (Table 3; Figure 4). For these stations, monthly
climatologies were developed for temperature, wind speed, and wind direction from
hourly observations. (three hourly and six hourly for Russian stations, no higher
resolution was available). These climatologies were designed to capture the mean state
of the climate, as well as the intra annual variability for these locations. The monthly
values that were calculated for the climatologies consist of: monthly mean wind speed,
monthly modal wind direction, monthly mean temperature, extreme monthly mean
maximum temperature, extreme monthly minimum temperature, extreme monthly
maximum wind speed, and extreme monthly minimum wind speed. Along with the
monthly values, absolute extreme values (maximum/minimum) were included for each
month to help illustrate the extremes of variability seen at these locations. Frequency
distributions of wind speed by month and direction were also compiled and displayed
using wind roses.
At locations where upper air observations were also available for the same time
period as near-surface observations, monthly climatologies were developed for the
standard pressure level of 850 hPa in lower troposphere over the Arctic from 0000 and
1200 UTC soundings (Kahl et al., 1992). Though the 1000 hPa level is considered a
standard level in radiosonde observations, it was excluded from the upper air
!
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climatologies in this study because the surface pressure reading was often close to or
lower than 1000 hPa at all locations. The variables included in the upper-air climatologies
consisted of temperature, wind speed, wind direction. Using these variables a clearer
vertical picture of the wind regimes in this region may be developed. The 850 hPa level
climatologies will also be useful in determining the presence of sea breeze circulations on
a climatological time scale, due to the low level rotation/reversal of wind directions
present in sea breeze circulations.
Data from NARR were used to recreate both the near-surface and upper-air
climatologies for the long-term locations. The grid points nearest to the locations of the
observing stations were identified. The data were then linearly interpolated to the lat/lon
coordinates of the observing stations. The employment of data from NARR provides an
understanding of the differences between observational reality and the reanalysis
perspective. Previous Arctic studies using reanalysis datasets have shown that the
variables representing the near-surface environment (i.e. 2-meter temperature) often are
not accurate. Serreze et al. (2003), using the NCEP-NCAR reanalysis found the 925 hPa
level more accurately represented near-surface temperatures than the provided 2-meter
temperature data. They believed this was due to the strong influence of the modeled
surface energy budget in the 2-meter data. Using this knowledge of biases in other
reanalysis datasets, different variables for temperature and wind were compared. 2-meter
temperature, 1000 hPa temperature, and 925 hPa temperatures were compared with
observations. 10-meter wind, 1000 hPa, and 925 hPa wind components were compared
with near-surface observations. The 1000 hPa level was found to be the closest to
observations for temperature. The magnitude of wind speed was found to be closer to
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observations at 1000 hPa, though variability and wind direction were better represented
in the 10-meter data. As a result, climatologies were constructed using the 1000 hPa
NARR data for air temperature and 10-meter wind data for wind speed and direction for
comparison to observational climatologies.
Comparisons between the climatologies from the two datasets were done though
employment of a variety of methods. First, the arithmetic differences between the
climatological values were computed for each month to look for systematic biases
between the observations and the reanalysis output. The differences were also computed
from the mean values of each individual month through time to look for temporal bias in
the reanalysis output. Correlations were also performed on the monthly values to
determine r-values for the observations and reanalysis output.

3.2. Trend Analysis
As previously mentioned, there is evidence that the Arctic is undergoing dramatic
changes in climate. To test the significance of trends in air temperature and near-surface
wind speed data in both the quality controlled near-surface observations and NARR, the
Mann-Kendall trend test was used. The Mann-Kendall trend test is a popular
nonparametric method for testing the presence of a trend, or nonstationarity of the central
tendency of a time series (Wilks 2011). It has been widely used to evaluate changes in
hydro-meteorological datasets, but has also been used to evaluate the significance of
trends in other meteorological variables such as temperature and wind speed (Guo et al.
2010; Olofintoye and Sule 2010). In addition to this, another strength of the MannKendall trend test is its ability to determine significance of trends that are not necessarily
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linear, but still monotonic. This will be helpful in the analysis of wind speed trends, due
to the non-linear nature of wind speed time series.
The test statistic for the Mann-Kendall test is given below:
! !!

!!!
!!! !"#!!!!!

! ! !! !!

(5)

where
!!! !! ! !
!"# !! ! ! !! !! ! !!
!!! !! ! !!

(6)

The term S, given in eqn. 5 is the Mann-Kendall test statistic, which counts the number of
adjacent pairs in which the first value is smaller than the second value, and subtracts the
number of data pairs in which the first is larger than the second, x is the value of the time
series indexed by the time index i. If a trend is found to be increasing the sign of S will be
positive, if it is negative S will be negative. If the data xi are found to be serially
independent and from the same distribution, then the number of adjacent data pairs for
which sgn(!x) is positive and negative should be nearly equal.
From this statistic (S) the variance of the distribution can then be computed. How
the variance of the distribution is calculated depends on the presence or absence of
statistical ties in the data. If all x values are distinct (no ties) then the variance of the
distribution is given as:
!"# ! ! !
If there are ties in the data, the variance is:
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(8)

In eqns. 7 and 8, n is the number of elements in the time series being analyzed. In eqn. 8 J
indicates the number of groups of repeated values , and tj is the number of repeated
values in the jth group. To obtain the p-value for the test, the standard Gaussian value is
used:
!!!
!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
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(9)

!!"# ! !!

Since the Mann-Kendall trend test is a test for change in the central tendency of a
data set through time, it does not give a numerical value to estimate the magnitudes of
trends through time. To estimate a linear trend for the time series tested a least squares
regression line was calculated for all time series to give an estimate of the magnitude of
the trends observed. Trend tests were conducted for monthly mean values for all months
of the year and annual trends. Variables for which trends tests were conducted consist of
mean temperature, mean wind speed, fifth percentile wind speed, fiftieth percentile wind
speed, and ninety-fifth percentile wind speed. Analysis of wind speed percentiles in
addition to mean wind speed allows us to see if extreme values of wind speed are
affecting the mean trend more than wind speed values towards the middle of the
distribution. Missing values for monthly and annual time series were filled by mean
imputation for estimation of linear trends and significance testing for each variable.
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3.3. Sea Breeze Case Study
Sea breezes were previously mentioned as a mesoscale feature of the
Beaufort/Chukchi coasts, with the primary study on this phenomenon being published
nearly 30 years ago on an area surrounding Deadhorse/Prudhoe Bay, Alaska
(Kozo 1982a and b). Outlined here is an effort to combine the knowledge of changes
occurring in the regional climate with advances in data quality and resolution. The goal
is to give an updated view of the sea breeze effect at this location utilizing observations,
upper-air data, and reanalysis output.
The sea breeze study area is contained in the hatched area in Figure 2, which is
bounded by coordinates: West: 153.8°W, East: 144.7°W, North: 71.7°N, South: 67.7°N.
The warm season months (June, July, August, and September) of 2009 were chosen for
this study. In total, 122 days were analyzed for sea breeze events. There are 27 stations
distributed throughout the study area (Figure 5) for which hourly observations are
available for the warm season. This provides finer spatial resolution than previous
studies, though most locations used in the Kozo (1982a)!are included which provides a
baseline for comparison.!!
Vertical atmospheric soundings (e.g. Figure 6) generated from NARR were used
to identify possible sea breeze days for the Deadhorse/Prudhoe Bay area. The same grid
cell in NARR is representative of these two locations. Since it has been suggested there is
no land breeze, diagnosis of sea breeze conditions is more difficult, requiring a vertical
picture of the atmosphere to look for the boundary layer turning present with sea breeze
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events (Kozo, 1982a). To determine candidate sea breeze days from NARR soundings the
following criteria were used in visual inspection of soundings:
•

0000 UTC (1500 AKDT) sounding for Deadhorse/Prudhoe Bay must display a
near-surface wind with an onshore flow, onshore is defined as a wind blowing
from 286°-105°. Coastline with diagram is show in Figure 7.

•

0000 UTC (1500 AKDT) sounding for Deadhorse/Prudhoe Bay must display a
850 hPa wind with an offshore flow, offshore is defined as a wind blowing from
106°-285°.

•

Wind must display a rotation of at least 90° from near-surface to 850 hPa height
for that sounding.

•

If return flow (offshore) is below 850 hPa, winds above this level can be from
other direction, due to differing synoptic conditions.

The above requirements for determining the presence or absence of sea breeze are
starting points in the analysis. Due to the absence of a land breeze diagnostics of sea
breezes are difficult. To further classify sea breeze days, geostrophic winds were
calculated for the 850 hPa pressure surface from NARR geopotential height data using
the following equations:
!

𝜕!
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(10)

(11)

where ug and vg are the geostrophic wind vectors, g is the acceleration due to gravity, f is
the Coriolis parameter, Z is the geopotential height in meters, y is meridional direction ,
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and x is zonal direction. Transformations on geostrophic wind vectors were performed in
the same manner as actual wind vectors to obtain wind speed and wind direction.
Comparison of geostrophic winds to actual winds was done to look for factors
other than a sea breeze that could cause turning through the boundary layer. Factors such
as frontal passage and strong cold or warm air advection are examples of processes that
could cause this due to synoptic forcing. If the geostrophic and actual winds were found
to be in close agreement, it was assumed that strong forcing was not present. The flow at
850 hPa was taken to be representative of the free stream flow above the boundary layer,
and that the observed turning in the lower atmosphere was due to a sea breeze if the prior
conditions were met. These are similar to the requirements set forth by Kozo (1982a).
After using NARR data from Deadhorse/Prudhoe Bay to diagnose sea breeze
days, the observational sites located in the sea breeze study area were examined for
observational evidence of the sea breeze and inland penetration of the sea breeze front.
This was done by plotting the wind fields at three hourly intervals for 6 hours before and
after the 0000 UTC sounding for that day. Examples will be given in the results section
of this report to summarize findings.
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Chapter 4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Long-Term Climatologies
The climatologies that have been developed for the eight long term observing
locations inside the primary study provide a statistical snapshot of the climate in the
Beaufort/Chuckchi Sea region during the period from 1979-2009. From the variables
analyzed herein a better climatological understanding of this region can be gained.
4.1.1. Near-Surface Wind Speed Climatology
The wind speed climatologies calculated for the primary study region give some
key insights into the patterns of wind speed seen throughout the year, both temporally
and spatially throughout the region. The annual cycle of winds is depicted for the eight
long- term sites in Figure 8 through the employment of box and whisker plots. The hourly
observations (three and six hour observations for Russian stations) of wind speed were
binned into months of the year. Box and whisker plots were used instead of strictly
plotting the mean monthly values to allow the non-Gaussian distribution of hourly wind
speeds to be displayed. Also with this method, no assumptions are made regarding the
statistical distribution of the data. The solid line in the middle of the box shows where the
median value (50th percentile) for that month is located. While the height of the box show
the spread of the data. The interquartile range IQR is defined as the range of separation
between the 75th and 25th percentile wind speeds and allows the spread of the distribution
to be visualized. Values located outside the whiskers are considered statistical outliers
and are noted by circles on the plots. All future box and whisker plots will use the same
percentile values (Top of box =75th percentile, bottom of box =25th percentile, etc.).
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A note about the wind speed values from Russian stations (Mys Shmidta, Mys
Uelen, and Ostrov Vrangelja) the spread of outliers appear larger due to the lower
resolution of observations obtained at these sites when compared to American and
Canadian. Unfortunately, this is the case since observations cannot be resolved further.
The distribution of wind speed varies considerably from location to location
within the study area (Figure 8). This variation is shown to be both geographical and
annual in nature. Coastal locations (Barrow, Deadhorse, Kotzebue, Mys Shmidta, Mys
Uelen, and Ostrov Vrangelja) exhibit higher wind speeds than interior locations (Inuvik
and Bettles) throughout the year. Mean annual wind speed range from a minimum of 2.62
ms-1 at Inuvik to a maximum at Mys Uelen of 5.99 ms-1. Mean wind speed values at
coastal stations (Table 4) vary throughout the year, reaching their highest values in the
cold season months of October through May. The annual minimum in monthly wind
speed values occurs throughout the year and shows little seasonal pattern, though warm
season months tend to have lower wind speeds than cold season months. Interior stations
show the opposite seasonal pattern with maximum monthly wind speeds occurring in
warmer months and minimum mean wind speeds occurring in the cold season months.
With respect to coastal locations, three distinct groupings become clear when observing
wind speed distributions, these groupings have been designated as: Beaufort (Barrow and
Deadhorse), Chukchi (Mys Shmidta and Ostrov Vrangelja), and Bering (Kotzebue and
Mys Uelen). The group names are designated with respect to the closest sea that the
stations share in common.
Variations in the distribution of wind speeds throughout the year can be described
in terms of coastal locations and interior locations. Coastal stations exhibit higher wind
!
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speeds during the cold season months (October-May) with the distribution of winds being
skewed towards larger wind speed values within the tails and the IQR (Figure 8). The
data also indicate a larger spread of wind speed events during the cold season by the
increased spread between 75th and 25th percentile values. Interior locations show higher
mean wind speed during the warm season months, but like coastal locations show the
larger IQR values during the cold season.
The majority extreme wind events (outliers) also occur during the cold season
months (Table 5). The highest wind speed events were spread out through the cold season
months by location. The Beaufort locations experienced their highest wind speed event in
the month of February (Barrow [21.46 ms-1] and Deadhorse [24.14 ms-1]), with October
being a close second. The Chukchi stations experienced their highest wind events in
separate months, Mys Shmidta in December (25.03 ms-1) and Ostrov Vrangelja in
February (31.19 ms-1). The Bering stations also experienced their peak wind events in
separate months, Kotzebue in February (25.48 ms-1) and Mys Uelen in November (30.84
ms-1). The Interior locations also experienced their highest wind events in the cold season
months, Bettles in January (12.96 ms-1) and Inuvik in October (15.20 ms-1). This
concentration of high wind events in the cold season months is likely attributable to the
increased frequency and intensity of cyclones during these months when compared to the
warm season months (June-September) (Zhang et al. 2004).
In contrast, the warm season months throughout the Beaufort/Chuckchi region
show much lower peak wind values and less overall variability in wind speeds than the
cold season months (Table 5). The minimum peak wind speed events for Barrow [16.54
ms-1], Kotzebue [15.64 ms-1] occurred in June. The minimum peak wind events for Mys
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Shmidta [16.99 ms-1] occurred in July. August held the minimum peak wind event for
Deadhorse [17.88 ms-1]. While the minimum peak wind speed event for Ostrov Vrangelja
[16.98 ms-1] occurred in September. The minimum peak wind speed for several stations
fall outside the defined warm season, these stations are: Inuvik [11.18 ms-1] (May),
Bettles [10.28 ms-1] (October), and Mys Uelen [20.12 ms-1] (May). These months are on
the shoulders of the traditional warm season and display similar spread of wind speed
values as other warm season months, as opposed to the other cold season months. This
likely has to do with interior (away from coast) or more southerly locations, which allows
for higher mean temperatures during these months. Each month of year have a number
of calm wind speeds, which are defined as wind observations less than 0.5 ms-1 (Figure
9). As seasonal cycle in calm wind speed observations is apparent, with the highest
number of calm observations in the cold season. Interior stations typically record more
calm wind observations than coastal stations. This increased occurrence of calm wind
speeds at Interior stations is likely attributable to higher surface friction in the fetch
region (land vs. water). Also, in winter air masses over land in the Arctic are known to be
extremely stable, which further contributes to this pattern. The extremely high occurrence
of calm winds at Ostrov Vrangelja in the mid to late cold season (February, March, April)
is an anomaly among coastal stations. One possible explanation of this could be
anemometer icing that the quality control persistence check did not catch resulting in a
large number of calm wind observations. However, this test performed well at other
locations so it is unlikely that this is the case.
Wind speeds at all locations also show a diurnal cycle during the warm season
months. This cycle is strongest during the warm season months, particularly during June
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and July. This maximum in diurnal variability during these months is likely attributable
to the annual maximum in incoming solar radiation. Though the Arctic night is short
during the summer months, the cycle in solar radiation appears strong enough to cause a
difference in wind speed through out the day. The daily maximum in wind speed occurs a
few hours after noon local time; this is intuitively a response to more unstable conditions
caused by radiative forcing. The minimum daily wind speed typically occurs during the
early morning hours, which is likely a response to more stable atmospheric conditions.
Previous studies have shown a diurnal cycle in atmospheric stability on the Beaufort
Coast, though the authors did not explicitly discuss the relationship of atmospheric
stability to wind speed in this region (Overland 2009; Kozo 1982a). The diurnal cycle of
wind speeds also is dependent on the proximity to the coastline. Data from Barrow and
Inuvik are shown as examples to illustrate this point (Figure 10). Inuvik being an interior
location displays a larger diurnal cycle during the warm season months than Barrow,
which is located on the coast. In July, the cycle at Inuvik is (1.2 ms-1) compared to (0.9
ms-1) at Barrow. Land is known to have a smaller heat capacity than water and since more
land surrounds Inuvik, unstable conditions are able to form more quickly as the land
heats during the daytime hours. During the cold season months, this diurnal cycle is
muted or disappears all together. The differences in diurnal wind speed variability
between coastal and inland stations largely disappear during the cold season. Both of
these reductions in diurnal wind speed variability are likely caused by low amounts of
incoming solar radiation during these months and a very stable atmospheric boundary
layer, which characterize the Arctic cold season (Overland 2009).
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4.1.2. Near-Surface Wind Direction Climatology
Wind direction is another atmospheric variable of concern in the
Beaufort/Chukchi region during the warm season months, along with wind speed. This is
due to the prevalence in coastal erosion when high wind speeds couple with direct
onshore winds (Small et al. 2011). Wind directions along the Beaufort/Chukchi coast are
found to be variable by location within the primary study area; this is not unexpected in
such a large geographical area. The warm season months at the coastal locations are
marked by strong bimodal distributions of wind direction (Figure 11). These two modes
of wind direction are often oriented shore parallel and separated by nearly 180°. Along
the Russian Chukchi Coast (Mys Shmidta) for example, this results in wind directions
with a primary mode from the northwest and a secondary mode from the southeast during
the warm season. This is in contrast to the cold season months, which show a more
persistent uni-modal distribution of wind direction at most coastal locations, including
Mys Shmidta (Figure 12). There are however exceptions to this pattern, along the
Alaskan Beaufort Coast (Barrow and Deadhorse) the two long term stations show the
opposite pattern with warm season wind being more uni-modal (east to east-northeast)
than the cold season which displays a stronger bimodal distribution. Ostrov Vrangelja
also shows strong evidence of down sloping winds during the cold season months, with a
prevalence of northerly winds blowing off a mountainous area located on the island.
Interior locations showed more variable wind directions throughout the warm season
resulting in a more multimodal distribution of wind directions. While during cold season
months, winds take on a uni-modal distribution with winds primarily out of the northwest
at both Bettles and easterly winds at Inuvik. This variability in patterns of wind direction
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throughout the study area shows the importance of considering patterns of wind in a large
region and how these may be affected individually by season, rather than trying to
identify the region as a continuous entity with homogenous traits.
This persistence in wind directions at coastal locations is suggestive of control by
synoptic conditions from semi-permanent pressure systems, such as the Beaufort High. In
previous studies, the Beaufort High has been shown to strongly influence the winds along
the Beaufort/Chukchi Seas coast at Barrow, AK and Tuktoyaktuk, NWT (Small et al.
2011; Lynch et al. 2004). The difference in modality between warm and cold seasons is
likely due to evolution of the Beaufort High throughout the year, which is strongest
during the late cold season and weakens throughout the warm season (Overland 2009).
This indicated weakening of the Beaufort High during the warm season months might
partially explain the increased bimodality of the wind direction distribution. Also, there
appears to be a relation to wind direction and sea-ice cover in the region, with coldseason months traditionally characterized by snow and ice cover.
Another important factor when considering the wind direction is a dependence on
wind speeds associated with a particular wind direction. Wind speeds at the coastal
locations in the study area show an uneven distribution of high wind events with respect
to wind directions during the warm season months. This is evident in the wind roses
presented in Figures 11 and 12. However, owing to the small percentage of high wind
events in the region during the warm season months, box and whisker plots show this
dependence more clearly and are shown for all locations in Figure 13. The box and
whisker plots in Figure 13 show clearly that wind speed is dependent on wind direction
within the primary study area during the warm season months. This is most evident at
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coastal locations, with the highest winds events coming from the directions where large
portions of open water are present. Similar observations were made regarding the
dependence of wind speed on wind direction at Tuktoyaktuk by Small et al. (2011). The
authors suggest that this might be attributed to upstream modification of wind speed by
topography and lower surface friction values over water. The results from the current
study seem to support this conclusion as a general characteristic of wind speed patterns
over a larger geographical area. Interior stations do not display as strong of a dependence
of wind speed on wind direction as coastal stations.
Several unique factors at some of the coastal stations also become apparent
regarding wind speed and wind direction. At stations located adjacent to mountainous
areas, down sloping winds appear to be an apparent climatological factor (Figures 11 and
12). Mys Shmidta and Ostrov Vrangelja are two such stations that show evidence of
down sloping winds, with anomalously high southwesterly winds at Mys Shmidta and
anomalously high northerly winds at Ostrov Vrangelja. This modification of wind speeds
over land does not appear at stations in non-mountainous regions. Kotzebue lies on a
sheltered sound and as a result is likely somewhat protected from high winds and storms
that track through the Bering Strait. Physical realities regarding this dependence are
important considerations when attempting statistical and physical modeling of winds in
this region. These findings could also have important implications in the development of
erosion mitigation and response plans, as well as oil spill risk monitoring and
environmental impact statements which are crucial for the open water warm season.
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4.1.3. Near-Surface Temperature Climatology
Annual and monthly climatologies of near-surface temperature observations were
calculated for the eight long-term stations in the region over the study period (Table 6).
Characteristics and spatial patterns of have been previously documented in this region
over a range of time periods. However, in the previous sections it has been noted how
seasonality appears to play a role in wind processes and patterns. The results from the
current quality controlled data set are presented here as a baseline for comparisons to
other studies regarding temperature and since the quality control procedures used were
the same as the quality control procedures performed on the wind data.
Temperatures over the Beaufort/Chukchi Seas region display strong seasonal
variability consistent with what one would expect in a region with an extreme seasonal
cycle in incoming solar radiation when compared to lower latitude regions (Figure 14)
Stations in the southern region (i.e. Kotzebue and Bettles) of the study area show warmer
annual temperatures than northerly stations (i.e. Barrow and Deadhorse). The station with
the highest mean annual temperature was Bettles [-4.4°C]. The coldest mean annual
temperature was observed at Barrow [-11.1°C]. All long-term stations had mean annual
temperatures below 0°C. The month with coldest mean temperature at Kotzebue [18.4°C] and the interior stations (Bettles [-22.6°C] and Inuvik [-25.8°C]) was January.
At all other stations, the coldest month was February (Barrow [-25.2°C], Deadhorse [26.9°C], Mys Shmidta [-25.3°C], Mys Uelen [-20.2°C], Ostrov Vrangelja [-23.0°C]. The
month with the warmest mean temperature was July at all locations: Barrow (4.6°C),
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Bettles (15.7°C), Deadhorse (8.3°C), Inuvik (14.3°C), Kotzebue (12.5°C), Mys Shmidta
(4.8°C), Mys Uelen (6.8°C), Ostrov Vrangelja (3.0°C).
Similar to wind speed, the cold season months show great variability in
temperatures than warm season months, particularly at coastal locations (Figure 14). The
transition from cold season to warm season patterns is more gradual in temperature than
wind speed, taking several months to fully transition seasons. The moderating influence
of the Arctic Ocean is clear during the warm season at coastal locations, with lower mean
temperatures and lower variability than interior locations. The most prominent feature,
and arguably most important, regarding temperature in this region are the stark thermal
contrast from coastal locations to interior locations during the warm season months and
the steep resulting temperature gradient over the region. The presence of this strong
temperature over the region during the warm season months contributes to the complexity
of the climate system in this region and has been shown to influence meso scale
processes (Kozo 1982a and b). During the cold season this contrast largely weakens and
the temperature gradient, albeit weaker, is reversed with interior locations often
observing lower temperatures than coastal locations.

4.1.4. Upper Air Climatology
Available upper air observations were compiled for seven locations in the primary
study area (Table 2). Of the seven available records, only three were suitable for the
development of climatologies for the period from 1979-2009 (Barrow, Inuvik, and
Kotzebue). The other 4 locations were unsuitable due to incompleteness of the data
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record. The upper air observations contained their own quality control flags and if data
were flagged as questionable, they were not used. Climatological values were computed
for the 850 hPa pressure level for temperature, wind speed, and wind direction to give
insight into how observations differ above the surface and boundary layers of the Arctic
atmosphere (Figure 15).
Temperatures at all three upper air locations show a strong seasonal cycle in both
variables similar to those observed near the surface. 850 hPa temperatures during the cold
season months were found to be warmer than the near-surface observations. These
atmospheric inversions are characteristic of the region and contribute to the stable air
mass during this season. These inversions are also indicative of a decoupling between the
surface boundary layer and the free atmosphere, which is an important consideration
when observing atmospheric processes in this region (Overland 2009). During the warm
season, 850 hPa temperatures are shown to be cooler than near-surface observations,
which supports previous findings of fewer summertime inversions and shallower
inversion layers (Overland 2009; Kozo 1982a).
Wind speed values at 850 hPa display a stronger seasonal cycle than near-surface
wind speeds, with highest values in the cold season months of December and January and
minimum values during the month of June. This shows a qualitative relationship between
temperature and wind speed for the 850 hPa level, in which months with higher wind
speeds generally display lower temperatures at the 850 hPa level. Wind speeds at 850
hPa are observed to be higher than winds near the near-surface wind speeds in all months,
this is expected as wind speeds are know to be higher above the surface layer due to the
absence of reduced effects of surface friction.
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The statistical modes of wind direction for the 850 hPa level were also calculated
for all months, separated into warm and cold seasons (Figure 16 and 17). During the cold
season modal wind directions are similar to those observed near-surface, with the mode
of 850 hPa wind direction typically differing by 20° to 40° in the clockwise direction
from the near-surface mode of wind direction (Figure 17). These differences between the
near-surface observations and 850 hPa indicate rotation of wind direction through the
boundary layer, values observed in the cold season months are relatively small and are
within expected values to attribute this observed rotation process of Ekman veering
(Sechrist et al. 1989). However, during the warm season months at Barrow, the mode of
850 hPa wind direction is almost 180° different from the near-surface mode of wind
direction (Figure 16). This value is much larger than expected if the increased rotation
were to be attributed solely to Ekman veering. This sharp rotation in the boundary layer
between 10 meters and the 850 hPa level is indicative of a sea breeze (Figure 6) on a
climatological time scale. The two other upper air locations did not display such a sharp
turning during the warm season months, which suggests that this phenomenon is limited
across the region. Sea breezes along the Beaufort Coast at Prudhoe Bay/Deadhorse have
been previously indicated using individual seasons of field data (Kozo 1982a and b).
These findings suggest that this is a climatologically persistent phenomenon along the
Beaufort Coast during the warm season months. In a later section, results of a case study
of sea breezes, outlined in the methods section (3.3), for the warm season of 2009 will be
given and discussed in section 4.4.
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4.2. Trend Test Results
The climatologies present distinct differences between the warm season months of
June-September and the cold season months of October-May with respect to wind speed,
temperature, and wind direction. There has been evidence in previous studies
(e.g. Sakakibara 2011; Serreze and Francis 2006) that the climate in the Arctic is rapidly
changing. In the following sections results from Mann-Kendall trend tests of wind speed
and temperature are presented in an attempt to capture how these changes are manifest in
the climate record.
4.2.1. Wind Speed Trends
Mann-Kendall trend tests were performed on time series of monthly mean wind
speed for annual and monthly trends for the period from 1979-2009. The same tests were
also performed on the calculated fifth, fiftieth, and ninety-fifth percentile winds to
understand how wind speeds in different categories may be affecting the mean trend.
Time series of mean wind speeds (Figure 18) are shown with the estimated linear
trend over the period from 1979-2009 and associated p-values from the Mann-Kendall
trend test. Values of linear trend estimates and p-values for each month of the year and
annual trends are shown in Table 7. Specific patterns and insights into the climate of the
region and associated trends, particularly at coastal locations, can be gained. Though, as
previously mentioned, the study area is large and eight locations are not necessarily
enough to provide a homogenous explanation for climate patterns in the
Beaufort/Chukchi region as a whole. Trends in wind speed throughout the primary study
region are found to be overwhelmingly negative for the period from 1979-2009. Of the
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eight long-term stations, only two display non-negative annual trends, Barrow and
Inuvik. Of these two positive trends, only Barrow is statistically significant at 95% C.I.
(trend: 0.017 ms-1 yr-1, p-value = <.001). All other show negative trends in the overall
trend of winds speeds, with four!"#!$%&!'()!*&+,&-'(./!$,&.*'!0&(./!'$-$('$(+-112!
'(/.(#(+-.$!-$!345!6787!
Given the reduced seasonality of mean wind speeds at coastal locations when
looking at monthly values (as opposed to the strong seasonal cycle in high wind events),
it is not surprising that trends in wind speed do not show strong seasonal patterns. The
distribution of significant monthly trends in wind speed is scattered throughout the year
at most locations. Also, not surprisingly, stations that exhibit statistically significant
trends in wind speed on an annual basis display trends of the same sign throughout most
months of the year. The two interior locations, Bettles and Inuvik, have mixed results
with respect to trend tests. Inuvik shows almost zero trend in wind speed, no months
registered as statistically significant and the overall annual trend of wind speed is the
smallest in magnitude of any station (.002 ms-1 yr-1). Bettles on the other hand shows
statistically significant trends in all months and annually. This appears to be related to
non-climatic factors associated with the implementation of ASOS (Automated Surface
Observing System, a United States weather observing network) in the mid-1990s. This
notion will be discussed later in this section.
Trends in 5th, 50th, and 95th percentile wind speeds were also calculated using all
months for the period from 1979-2009 (Table 8). When trends in these percentiles are
analyzed and compared to the sign and magnitude of the mean trend some relationships
on how these percentiles may affect the mean trend become apparent. Also, some
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possible non-climatic influences, likely caused by instrumentation change, become more
visible. 50th percentile winds speeds show largely the same trends as mean wind speed
values in sign, magnitude, and significance. 95th percentile wind speed trends are often
found to be the same sign as the corresponding mean and 50th percentile trends, but with
larger magnitudes. Again, Barrow appears to be the oddity of the long-term locations
with a significantly positive trend in 95th percentile wind speeds (trend: 0.070 ms-1 yr).
Deadhorse exhibited a weakly positive trend in 95th percentile wind speed (0.001 ms-1 yr1

), though this trend is not statistically significant. All other stations exhibit negative

trends in 95th percentile wind speeds; most of these are larger in magnitude than mean
trends of wind speed. Trends in 5th percentile wind speeds are mixed in sign and
significance throughout the study region. However, the differences between 5th percentile
trends appear to be network dependent rather than a geographic relationship.
The sign of trends in the 5th percentile wind speeds appears to be directly related
to the network of stations to which the individual station belong. With all stations
belonging to the United States Automated Surface Observing System (Barrow, Bettles,
Deadhorse, and Kotzebue) displaying statistically significant decreasing trends in 5th
percentile wind speed. While, stations originating from non-ASOS networks (Inuvik,
Mys Shmidta, Mys Uelen, and Ostrov Vrangelja) are found to have positive trends in 5th
percentile wind speeds. All of these trends were statistically significant, except for Mys
Shmidta. At a station, such as Bettles, which has a high percentage of calm wind
observations (Figure 9) it can be seen how a decrease in detection of low percentile wind
speeds could magnify an already decreasing trend. Thus, consideration of these facts is
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important in the analysis of ASOS wind records at locations with high occurrences of
calm wind.
ASOS stations were implemented during the mid to late 1990’s to replace the
existing AWOS (Automated Weather Observing System) across the United States,
primarily at airport locations. The four ASOS locations in the study area were
transitioned towards the end of the period (Barrow: 06/01/1998, Bettles: 11/11/1999,
Deadhorse: 06/09/1999, and Kotzebue: 12/01/1997). Following the implementation of
ASOS a large increase in the number of 0 ms-1 5th percentile wind values occurred. An
example from Barrow is given in Figure 19 with the ASOS commissioning date noted.
These increases in 0 ms-1 occurrences likely contributed to the stronger downward trends
observed at 3 of the 4 ASOS locations when compared to non-ASOS observing locations.
Barrow also exhibits negative trends in 5th percentile wind speed but positive wind speed
trends in other examined percentiles and in the mean trend.
This pattern in low percentile wind speed trends does not appear to be limited to
the Arctic ASOS locations. Pryor et al. (2009), in an analysis of wind speed trends in the
contiguous United States over the period from 1973-2000, found that almost all ASOS
stations display decreases in lower percentile wind speeds occurring after the
implementation of ASOS. Trends in wind speed at all percentiles over the United States
have also been found to be decreasing at a majority of stations, at both ASOS and nonASOS locations, and in quality controlled and non-quality controlled data sets in that
study. While acknowledging the impact of changing anemometer cut in speeds and
changes in observing practices, Pryor et al. (2009) did not feel the change in detection of
low percentile winds speeds was entirely responsible for the decrease in mean wind
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speeds. They did not go as far to pin down a physical mechanism for the observed
changes but suggested several possibilities. Among these were climatic changes, such as
changes in the general circulation patterns, and non-climatic factors, such as: increased
urbanization/surface roughness lengths or deterioration in anemometer performance over
time. However, in an applied sense, for a station such as Bettles, which has a high
percentage of calm wind observations (Figure 9), it can be seen how a decrease in
detection of low percentile wind speeds could magnify any trend (likely downward in the
case of Bettles). Thus, considerations of these facts are important in the analysis of ASOS
wind records at locations with high occurrences of calm wind.
Wind speed trends found in our study have few baselines for direct comparison.
Previous studies of observational wind speed trends in the Arctic are scarce, for the exact
time frame of this study they are nonexistent. However, some comparisons can be drawn
to a select few studies from points in our study region. Lynch et al. (2004) found wind
speed trends for Barrow to be increasing annually over the period from 1921-2001, with
an estimated linear trend of 0.0047 ms-1 yr-1. This trend was not found to be statistically
significant in their study. The authors did not specifically mention the temporal resolution
of their data nor if steps were taken to account for anemometer height changes,
instrumentation changes, or station relocation. Without documentation of how these
issues were treated and much different time periods of study, direct comparison is not
feasible. However, it is interesting to note at this location the sign of the overall trend was
similar at Barrow. Lynch et al. (2004) suggested that increased frequency and intensity of
cyclone activity at Barrow was largely responsible for the statistically significant
increases in mean wind speed at this location. Zhang et al. (2004) also noted increased
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cyclone frequency over this region of the Arctic over the period 1948-2002 using the
NCEP-NCAR reanalysis. Wan et al. (2010) looked at wind speed trends and
homogenization of wind data over Canada over the period from 1953-2006. Their study
included one station used in our study, Inuvik. They found wind speed trends at Inuvik to
be slightly negative over their study period. Our study found a slightly positive trend.
Both trends are not statistically significant. With this small difference in wind speed
trends, the difference in time periods studied is likely the cause of this difference.
Though, utilization of wind speed homogenization techniques in their study may have
also affected the trend estimate. Unfortunately, comparisons for wind speed trends at
other locations in our study are not available in the current scientific literature.
The predominantly negative trends in wind speeds observed in this study have not
been previously documented over this region of the Arctic using observational data. The
trends have some interesting parallels to other studies in mid-latitude regions using
observational data to evaluate wind speed trends. In several large regions of the globe
there has been an implied “stilling” of near-surface wind speeds, with large statistically
significant negative trends being found in observational wind records (Troccoli et al.
2012; Guo et al. 2011; Wan et al. 2010; Pryor et al. 2009; McVicar et al 2008; Roderick
et al. 2007). Most of these studies use a similar or slightly longer period of observation
than our own. These “stilling” wind speeds have been observed in a variety of data sets
from various networks. So while there is general agreement on the patterns of decreasing
wind speeds around the mid-latitude regions of the globe, the physical mechanism(s)
responsible for stilling wind speeds are largely unresolved and disputed among
researchers. Some of the prevailing theories surrounding the decrease in observed wind
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speeds are: increased surface roughness due to urbanization (Vautard et al., 2010),
decrease in atmospheric pressure gradient force (Guo et al., 2011), natural climatic
variability (Pirazolli and Tomasin, 2003), and changes in large scale circulation of the
lower atmosphere (Jiang et al., 2010; Vautard et al., 2010). Changes in observing
practices and instrumentation changes have also been cited as possible contributors to the
stilling (e.g. changes in averaging times for wind data and manual vs. automated
observations) (R. Thoman, NWS, 2012, personal communication; Pryor et al. 2009;
McVicar et al. 2008). Trocolli et al. (2012) suggested that decreasing wind speed trends
are likely a result of time period chosen for analysis, noting that the longest wind records
in their study over Australia showed almost zero trend in wind speed, as opposed to the
shorter records of 2 meter and 10 meter wind observations which showed declining wind
speeds over a large portion of the Australian continent.
This study shows that wind speeds over a large portion of Beaufort/Chukchi study
area replicate the statistically significant negative trends in wind speeds seen in the midlatitudes and some portions of the Canadian Arctic over the period from 1979-2009.
However future research is needed in this area to determine a probable physical
mechanism for the declining wind speed trends in this region. Also, it should be noted
that though trends in near-surface wind speed have been shown to be declining over large
sections of the globe, many of the reported trends fall within the range of uncertainty in
the data. This is largely due to the categorical nature (i.e. 1 ms-1 resolution) of wind speed
data. This does not invalidate the trends analyses in these current and previous studies,
though it is an important consideration when drawing conclusions from the trend analyses
contained therein.
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4.2.2. Temperature Trend Analysis
Mann-Kendall trend tests were also performed on time series of monthly mean
and annual temperature records for the period 1979-2009. Increasing air temperature
trends in the Arctic have been previously documented (e.g. Chylek et al. 2009; Serreze
and Francis 2006). Since increases in near-surface air temperature have been previously
documented in this region, the goal was to verify this warming using the Mann-Kendall
trend test and to test the quality control routines implemented in this study. Also, this
study uses hourly data to derive mean temperatures, whereas previous studies typically
used daily maximum/minimum temperatures.
Annual temperature trends are found to be positive throughout the entire study
region (Table 9; Figure 20). The magnitudes of the temperature trends show some
regional distinction in the study area, as do p-values. Stations located in the northern part
of the study area (Barrow, Deadhorse, Inuvik. Mys Shmidta, and Ostrov Vrangelja)
exhibit larger trends than stations located in the southern portion of the study region
(Bettles, Kotzebue, Mys Uelen) which display weaker positive trends in annual
temperature. Magnitudes of temperature trends appear to be more related to latitude than
the direct relationship of a station to the coastline, which was the case with wind (i.e.
wind speed trends/climatologies). Though annual temperature trend estimates are all
positive, some strongly (Barrow: 0.09°C yr-1, Mys Shmidta: 0.10°C yr-1, and Ostrov
Vrangeljga: 0.10°C yr-1), none of the annual trends are found to be statistically significant
from their associated p-values. The p-values of the more northerly stations are
substantially smaller than those of the more southerly locations, which give evidence of
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more rapidly increasing temperatures in the northern latitudes of our study region on an
annual timescale.
Monthly trends of temperature reveal some interesting seasonal patterns across
the region. Temperature trends when analyzed by month also display more intriguing
results than annual trends, showing the differing seasonal trends in the various regions of
the study area. Trends in most months are found to be positive, however in the mid-cold
season months (e.g. January, February, and March) many stations show slight negative
trends in temperature. However, none of these negative trends are statistically significant.
During the mid-warm season months (July and August) a few stations (Bettles,
Deadhorse, and Inuvik) show slight negative trends in temperature as well.
As expected, since all annual trends in temperature are positive, most monthly
temperature trends were also found to be positive. Though the magnitude of positive
trends and significance varied widely across the region. Stations solely under the
influence of the Beaufort Sea (Deadhorse), interior (Inuvik and Bettles), and western
Alaska (Kotzebue) show positive trends in most months, though most are small in
magnitude and statistically insignificant. The only statistically significant trend at these
locations was found to be at Inuvik during the month of December (Trend: 0.17°C yr-1, pval: 0.041). Stations under the direct influence of the Chukchi Sea (Mys_Uelen, Mys
Shmidta, and Ostrov Vrangelja) and with influences from both the Chukchi and Beaufort
Seas (Barrow) show stronger positive trends than the other grouping of stations, with
many of these trends being statistically significant. The strongest trends seen in this group
of stations are in the late-warm season and early-cold season months. Some monthly
trends exceed 0.20°C yr-1 during the month of October (Barrow and Ostrov Vrangelja).
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Though significance and magnitude of trends vary by region, the following
realizations can be reached from the trends analysis of temperature. Annually,
temperatures over the study area are increasing, more rapidly in the northern portions.
Increases annually are not large enough however to be statistically significant at 95%.
Monthly temperature trends show that most of the increase in annual temperature is
attributable to the warming seen during the transition months between warm and cold
seasons. The late-warm season and early-cold season temperature trends show the
strongest increases of any time of the year. This is likely attributable to reduced amounts
of sea ice during this season and later onset of winter conditions. In the Chukchi region,
statistically significant warming is found to be occurring during seasonal transitions over
the period from 1979-2009. Warming over the rest of the study region is also found
during transition months, though the magnitude of the warming is smaller than the
Chukchi region and is statistically insignificant. Trends during the mid-cold season and
mid-warm season are mixed in sign and most are not statistically significant.
The results from the temperature trend analysis portion of our study indicate that
there has been substantial warming over the Western Arctic. The results presented here
are in agreement with much of the literature examining observational temperature trends
in the Arctic over a variety of time periods during the twentieth and early twenty-first
centuries (Wendler et al. 2010; Chylek et al. 2009; Shulski and Wendler 2007; Serreze
and Francis 2006; Stafford et al. 2000; Osterkamp and Romanovski 1999;
Wallace et al. 1996). Stronger increases are observed in the northern portion of the study
area, particularly in the Chukchi Sea region of the study area. This amplified warming in
the northern portion (when compared to the southerly portion) of the study area is
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consistent the findings of Hartmann and Wendler (2005), which found warming along the
North Slope of Alaska to be strong following the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) shift
in 1976 after which more southerly regions of Alaska experienced little warming
following the PDO shift. This warming over the northern region appears to be amplified
more by the observed reductions in sea-ice cover and warmer sea surface temperatures
(Wendler et al. 2010; Screen and Simmonds 2010; Steel et al. 2008). Similarly to wind
speed, time period chosen (e.g. Curtis et al. 1998) has been shown to have an impact on
the results of temperature trend analysis. Since temperature records at several of the longterm study locations have longer temperature records than are analyzed in this study,
implementation of the same quality control procedures and trend analysis for longer time
periods would be an interesting future project.
Overall, the results for temperature trends over the period from 1979-2009 agree
well with the results from other observational studies. Due to this agreement, the quality
control procedures used in this study appear to be effective on climatological time scales.
The Mann-Kendall trend test also appears to be effective at detecting increasing trends in
both annual time series and individual months. This validation of the Mann-Kendall test
is useful for future climatic studies since it has been shown to be useful for a broad range
of variables and requires fewer assumptions from the user about the data being analyzed
(i.e. distribution, missing data points, etc.) than parametric trend tests.

4.3. North American Regional Reanalysis Comparison
Meteorological reanalysis data sets have been shown to be valuable tools in a
wide range of meteorological and climatological studies. Reanalysis data are particularly
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useful in regions with a relative paucity of reliable near-surface observations. The North
American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) was implemented in this study to recreate the
climatologies and trend analyses derived from long term in-situ observations. This was
done to evaluate the differences between actual observations and gridded output from
NARR, which were linearly interpolated to the latitude and longitude of the in-situ
observations. Instead of presenting climatologies strictly based on NARR, in this section
the key differences between the NARR results and the previously presented observational
results are presented.
4.3.1. Wind Speed Climatology and Trend Comparison
The wind speed climatologies and trends tests were repeated using 10-meter wind
data from NARR for the period from 1979-2009. NARR data were originally packaged in
u and v wind vector components. Wind speeds were calculated from these vectors using
the steps outlined in Chapter 2.
Characteristic differences between NARR and observations vary between coastal
locations and interior locations. Coastal locations appear to have a systematic negative
bias in NARR when compared to observations (Figures 21 and 22). With monthly mean
wind speed values of NARR at coastal locations being anywhere from 0.5 ms-1 to 2.5 ms-1
below the in-situ observational mean. These differences vary from station to station with
the largest differences occurring at Barrow and Deadhorse along the Beaufort coast.
Kotzebue shows a strong negative bias as well. The northern Chukchi stations, Mys
Shsmitda and Ostrov Vrangelja also exhibit a negative bias in NARR, though it is
generally smaller in magnitude than the Alaskan stations. This may be influenced by the
lower resolution of the Russian wind speed data (originally 1 ms-1 vs. 1 knot for the U.S.
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stations). The smallest differences for all stations generally occurr in the late warm
season months and continue into the early cold season months. This occurs at the time of
year when sea-ice is typically not near-shore, suggesting a possible issue with the sea-ice
data assimilated into NARR. Mys Uelen was the only coastal station to show mixed
differences throughout the year with NARR overestimating winds through a large portion
of the cold season months and the opposite during the warm season. Interior stations on
the other hand exhibit lower observed wind speeds than those indicated by NARR during
all months of the year. The magnitude of these differences vary, with the general pattern
showing the minimum difference around April and May. Maximum wind speed
differences between observations and NARR at interior locations typically occurs in the
months of December and January. The variability of wind speed looks to be particularly
reduced at the Russian stations (Mys Uelen, Mys Shmidta, and Ostrov Vrangelja) but
also looks to be reduced significantly at Inuvik as well.
Across the wind speed percentiles used in this study, agreement was relatively
consistent for mean values, 50th, and 95th percentiles wind speed, with r values typically
ranging from 0.5 – 0.6 for these percentiles (Table 10 and Figure 23). These relatively
strong correlation values may become stronger if the biases in NARR near-surface wind
speed could be resolved. 5th percentile wind speed correlations were notably poorer than
other percentiles. This is likely due to the number of 0 ms-1 5th percentile values observed
at the long-term sites, which NARR did not replicate even after accounting for resolution
differences between the two data sets. This poor representation of 5th percentile wind
speeds in NARR at most locations may help explain the poor comparison between
observations and NARR at Bettles. Since Bettles experiences more calm winds than any
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other site in the study area (Figure 9), these 0 ms-1 occurrences likely extend into higher
percentiles, likely contributing to the poor correlation values. More support for this
comes from the 95th percentile wind speed correlation value at Bettles, which is still poor
by comparison to other locations, but was substantially higher (r=0.267) than any other
percentile.
The 850 hPa observational wind climatologies were also compared to
climatologies from NARR 850 hPa pressure level output. It was found that the 850 hPa
wind speeds are more accurately represented in NARR throughout the year at all
locations. Barrow is shown as an example for the warm season months (Figure 24). Wind
speeds at 850 hPa are typically found to be within 0.2 ms-1 of the observational
climatologies during the warm season at Barrow. These values are typical of all locations
and months of the year. This close agreement likely has to do with the data assimilation
scheme used in NARR, which appears to rely quite substantially on radiosonde data
(Mesinger et al. 2006). Also, modeling of wind speeds higher above the surface typically
presents fewer challenges than winds closer to the Earth’s surface (Guo et al. 2010).
The signs and magnitudes of wind speed trends overall did not compare well
between observations (Figure 18) and NARR (Figure 25) across the study region. The
overwhelming dominance of negative wind speed trends seen in the observational wind
records are not replicated. In fact, the majority of point observations from NARR
exhibited positive wind speed trends for trends for the period from 1979-2009, some of
these were statistically significant at or above 95% (Barrow, Kotzebue, Mys Shmidta,
and Ostrov Vrangelja). All of these locations exhibit negative overall trends in the
observations, except for Barrow. The only negative wind speed trends in NARR occur at
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Mys Uelen and Bettles, though none of the negative trends are statistically significant.
Overall, the magnitude of trends in NARR and overall variability of wind speed is less
than observations, which can be seen by the smaller IQR and fewer outliers than those in
the observational data (Figure 22).
Generally, wind speeds in NARR over the Beaufort/Chukchi region are not
represented particularly well. There are systematic biases in wind speed, which appear to
be relative to a station’s distance from the coastline. Coastal stations exhibited negative
biases in NARR 10 meter wind speeds, while interior stations exhibited positive biases in
all months of the year. Trends in NARR wind speed also appear to be contrary to
observational trends with a majority of trends from NARR showing opposite sign,
magnitudes, and statistical significance of observed trends. Pryor et al. (2009) noted
similar disagreements between wind speed trends in observations and NARR in the
contiguous United States. In their study, observational trends in wind speed were
overwhelmingly negative over the contiguous United States, while trends in NARR
10 meter wind speed showed opposite trends over the same points. The authors did not
offer a physical explanation for the disagreement in wind speed trends between the two
data sets. Other studies implementing various reanalysis data sets (e.g. NCEP/NCAR
Reanalysis, ERA-40) have seen similar disagreements over Europe and Australia
(Trocolli et al. 2012; Vautard et al. 2010; McVicar et al. 2008). Trocolli et al. (2012)
suggested that modeled 10 meter wind data might not accurately reflect near-surface
wind speeds since it is usually derived from other quantities at higher heights in the
atmosphere, which typically requires assumptions about atmospheric stability and surface
roughness. Since these differences appear to spread throughout several reanalysis data
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sets and over large regions of the globe, further evaluation of wind speed trends over the
Beaufort/Chukchi region using several reanalysis data sets would be a valuable avenue of
future research. This would be particularly useful to determine if these opposing trends
are exclusive to NARR in this region or exist in other reanalysis data sets, as in other
regions.
4.3.2. Temperature Climatology and Trend Comparison
The temperature climatologies and trends tests were repeated using 1000 hPa air
temperature data from NARR (in lieu of 2 meter temperature data) for the eight long-term
study sites for the period from 1979-2009. As previously mentioned, 1000 hPa
temperature was used as it better matched in-situ observations of temperature than the
derived 2-meter air temperature.
Similar to wind speeds represented in NARR, there appear to be biases in the
reanalysis air temperature data, which varies by a stations proximity to the coastline
(Figures 26 and 27). NARR 1000 hPa temperature values at coastal locations are slightly
warmer (0.5°C-2.0°C) for most months out of the year at most coastal locations.
Climatologically, the closest agreement between NARR and observations occurs during
the warm season months and into the early cold season months (June-December). Arctic
sea ice typically reaches its seasonal minimum during the middle of this time period
(mid-September). The largest departures between NARR and observations at coastal
locations typically occur during the late cold season (March-April), where departures at
some stations approach -5°C (Observations 5°C colder than NARR).
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The differences between NARR and observations at Inuvik are closer to those of
coastal locations, than the inland station, Bettles. This may be attributable to the more
northerly location or the closer proximity to coastline of Inuvik when compared to
Bettles. Bettles also displayed a warm bias in NARR when compared to observations for
all months of the year. However, the nature of the departure appears to be different than
coastal locations. The minimum departure occurs in May (-0.5°C), while the maximum
departure occurs in January (-8.9°C). The departure at Bettles appears to be more similar
to the annual cycle of solar radiation than sea ice. This may be due to the more
continental climate present at Bettles, due to its distance from the coastline and a reduced
influence of sea ice on the interior.
Results presented here compare reasonably well with the results from Royer and
Poirier (2010), who also found warm biases in NARR temperatures over large portions of
Canada for all months over the period from 1979-2008. The data used in their study were
NARR 2 meter temperature data, as opposed to 1000 hPa temperature data. Overall,
temperature appears to be better represented in NARR than wind speed on a
climatological basis. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) values show a very strong linear
correlation (~r=0.99) between the two data sets at all locations despite the warm bias in
NARR (Table 11 and Figure 29). This strong linear relationship would make it possible
to apply a correction factor to reanalysis data to make so that it better represents in situ
observations. Temperatures from 850 hPa NARR data also compare well with upper air
observations showing similar biases and correlation values to 1000 hPa NARR
temperatures and near-surface observations.
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Temperature trends in NARR closely replicate those seen in observations in both
magnitude and sign of trends over the entire study region (Figure 28). The statistically
significant warming observed in the transitional months is also replicated in NARR. This
strong agreement in temperature trends in NARR is also found in existing literature
focusing on wind speed trends in other regions including the central Canadian Arctic (e.g.
Royer and Poirier 2010).
4.3.3. Wind Direction Climatology Comparison
Climatologies for wind direction were recreated for the eight long-term stations in
the study area using NARR 2 meter wind data from 1979-2009. As with the wind speed
climatologies from NARR, wind direction was determined from u and v wind vectors
using the methods outlined in Chapter 2.
Some differences between NARR indicated wind directions (Figure 30) and insitu observations (Figure 11) of wind direction are seen. At coastal locations NARR
appears to capture the general nature of wind direction observed during the warm season
months. The primary mode of wind direction is well represented, with the modal NARR
wind directions generally being within 20 degrees of the observed primary mode. The
bimodal nature of the wind direction distribution at coastal locations is also present.
At interior locations, NARR does not appear to represent near-surface wind
directions well during the warm season months. The multimodal distribution of wind
directions at these locations is replaced in NARR by a more bimodal distribution, typical
of coastal locations. The primary mode of wind direction from NARR for interior
locations during the warm season was also not representative of observations. Differences
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in the primary mode of wind direction at interior locations are 90° or greater at both
Bettles and Inuvik for the warm season months.
Cold season wind directions in NARR are also well represented at coastal
locations. The shape of the wind direction distribution is well represented with a tendency
for the primary mode of wind direction to be more persistent in NARR (Figures 12 and
31). Mys Uelen is probably the most extreme example of this increased persistence of
wind direction in NARR, however it is also evident at Deadhorse, Kotzebue, Mys
Shmidta, and Ostrov Vrangelja. For interior locations, wind direction appears to be better
represented during cold season months at Bettles, with the primary mode of wind
direction being 45° in NARR as compared to 0° for in-situ observations. The
representation of wind directions at Inuvik appears to be just as poor in the cold season as
warm season months.
850 hPa winds in NARR for both warm and cold season winds were compared to
the values from the upper-air climatologies in section 4.1.4. Upper air wind directions in
NARR shows very good agreement with in-situ observations for both warm and cold
season with the primary mode of wind direction typically within 10° of radiosonde
observations for both season. Coastal and interior locations showed no distinguishable
differences in NARR performance for 850 hPa wind directions. This strong agreement in
upper-air wind direction, as well as temperature and wind speed, when compared to
poorer agreement of near-surface variables, highlights the difficulties in representing
surface processes in large-scale models. Also, the strength of upper air comparisons
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suggests a strong reliance on assimilated radiosonde data in NARR for the analyzed
variables in this study (Shafran et al. 2004).
To the best of the author’s knowledge these differences in near-surface wind
direction between in-situ observations and NARR in the Beaufort/Chukchi region have
not been previously documented in the literature. Stegall and Zhang (2012, in press)
noted similar wind field features in NARR over the same study region and time period,
particularly wind direction persistence during the cold season months. Their study did not
directly compare available in-situ observations to NARR in depth over the study period.
This study confirms several wind field characteristics in NARR from their study and
discusses the differences between in-situ observations and the reanalysis perspective
regarding wind field characteristics in the Beaufort/Chukchi region.

4.4. Sea Breeze Case Study
Using a combination of NARR and in-situ observational data, a case study was
conducted to examine the frequency and general characteristics of sea breezes for the
warm season of 2009. From the criteria set forth in section 3.3, sea breezes were
identified by visual analysis of vertical profiles of wind direction at Deadhorse, AK
generated from NARR (e.g. Figure 6). The frequency of sea breeze days by month
appeared to peak in June (43%) and decreased for each month remaining in the warm
season. At the end of the warm season in September 26% of days exhibited sea breeze
characteristics at Deadhorse (Figure 32). The first day of the warm season to exhibit sea
breeze characteristics was the 3rd of June. The last day of the warm season to display a
sea breeze was the 15th of September.
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Following the identification of sea breeze days using NARR and the general
criteria, the in-situ wind fields for each day were plotted and examined for 00:00 UTC
(15:00 AKDT). Inland penetration and direction appeared to vary with the day
examined, though there were some particular characteristics distinguishable by the
temperature gradient between coastal and inland areas (e.g. Prudhoe Bay to Umiat).
Stations located south of Bullen Point and east of Deadhorse did not display wind
directions associated with the sea breeze on any of the days analyzed. This is likely due
to the varied terrain at these locations in the foothills of the Brooks Range. The farthest
inland penetration of the sea breeze was to Umiat (approximately 100 km south west of
Prudhoe Bay and approximately 50 km inland from the coastline), which is located in the
foothills of the Brooks Range. The Brooks Range likely acts as a topographic barrier to
the sea breeze front limiting its inland penetration.
Wind fields from a selection of four days (one from each month) are shown in
Figures 33-36, to display the differing daily characteristics of the sea breeze. The inland
penetration of the sea breeze appears to be limited by both the temperature gradient over
the area and by topography (as mentioned above). In the first two examples (Figures 3334) the temperature gradient from the coast (Prudhoe Bay) to an inland location (Umiat)
is strong, with 13°C on 10 June and 15°C on 27 July. On both of these days the sea
breeze extended inland to Umiat and flow was more directly onshore at the coast
suggesting a larger sea breeze circulation than our data was able to depict. If more
offshore data were available, locating the offshore limit of the sea breeze would likely be
possible as it is generally characterized by flow parallel to the coastline. The inland
extent of the sea breeze circulation in both these cases appears to be limited by the
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topography of the Brooks Range. On the two other days presented here (Figure 35-36),
12 August and 1 September, the temperature gradient over the region is much weaker. On
12 August Umiat is only 3°C warmer than Prudhoe Bay (6°C) and on 1 September Umiat
is 6°C warmer than Prudhoe Bay (3°C). On both of these days the sea breeze appears
much more shore parallel at the coastline and inland extent varies. On 12 August, the sea
breeze extends to Umiat, though winds are weak over the entire region. 1 September, by
contrast has much stronger shore parallel winds and inland penetration is limited by
weaker opposing winds (offshore direction). This suggests that on both these days the
geographic extent of the sea breeze circulation is notably smaller than days where the
temperature gradient is stronger over the study area. Due to limited snow and ice data
availability for the warm season near Deadhorse/Prudhoe Bay characterizations of sea
breezes in this region regarding snow and ice cover was not feasible. Further
understanding of sea breezes in this region and their relation to snow and ice cover would
be valuable. Implementation of other data sources containing this information would be
valuable future work on Arctic sea breezes.
The results in this study largely corroborate the previous study on Arctic sea
breezes in this region by Kozo (1982a). In the previous sections on wind direction and
upper air winds, evidence was presented that sea breezes are present over climatological
time periods. For the summer of 2009 the frequency of sea breezes was shown to
decrease as the warm season progressed. Kozo found sea breezes to occur 25% of the
days in August 1976,1977, and1979 (1982a). The current study found a comparable
percentage of days in August of 2009 at 29% exhibiting sea breezes characteristics. As
expected, land breezes were not present in the wind record. Surprisingly, the sea breeze
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events of 2009 were marked by strong persistence of wind direction. The temporal
rotation of winds at the coast ± 6 hours from 00:00 UTC noted in past studies is not
present in most days. The results from this case study provide information of the
frequency of sea breezes in an area of the Beaufort Coast that had previously been
analyzed for sea breezes in the late 1970’s. Some general characteristics of the sea breeze
circulation with respect to coastal-inland temperature gradients were also presented for
the summer of 2009. Existing climate networks, despite improvements in spatial
resolution, do not appear to provide fine enough data for an in depth study of sea breezes.
Future research is important to understanding this phenomenon. An updated field study
or in depth analysis employing the full capabilities of reanalysis or modeled data would
be beneficial in further validating the sea breeze along the Beaufort Coast and in other
locations in the larger study area. This suggested study could also help determine how the
characteristics and frequency of the Arctic sea breeze may be altered by a changing
climate.
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Chapter 5. Summary and Conclusions
!

This study has provided a climatological analysis of wind speed, wind direction,

and temperature for the Beaufort/Chukchi Seas Coasts for the period from 1979-2009.
This was accomplished through the employment of a combination of in-situ near surface
observations, upper air observations, and modeled reanalysis data (NARR). The
climatologies for this study show an Arctic climate over the period from 1979-2009 with
strong distinctions between northern and southern stations in the study. Stations under
direct influence of the Beaufort Sea showed different characteristics than those under
influence of the Chukchi Sea. Wind speed trends were shown to be decreasing over the
study period at most locations, while temperature trends were found to be increasing at
all stations over the study period. Temperatures showed a strong connection to seasonal
ice cover at northern stations, while forcing for wind speed trends remain uncertain. The
NARR climatologies showed good replication in temperature and wind direction and to a
lesser extent, wind speed. Trends in the observations were well replicated for temperature
in NARR, wind speed trends less so. Using the knowledge gained from the NARR
comparisons, a combination of in-situ and reanalysis data were used in a sea breeze case
study centered on Deadhorse, AK.
Climatologies of temperature, wind speed, and wind direction illustrated the
unique characteristics and seasonal cycles of this Arctic environment and the substantial
contrasts between coastal and interior locations. Topographic effects influencing the
climate record and the distributions of analyzed variables (i.e. open water and down
sloping winds) were noted and discussed. Diurnal variability of wind speed was also
discussed. Upper air climatologies further depicted the climate of the region, giving
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climatological evidence to previously documented features of the region such as lowlevel temperature inversions and localized sea breezes along the Beaufort Coast of Alaska
(i.e. Overland, 2009; Kozo, 1982a). Our results from the climatologies largely
corroborate with results from the existing literature for select locations (particularly
Barrow, AK) and expanded on them throughout the study region to include stations
where climatologies are not well documented (i.e. Mys Shmidta and Ostrov Vrangelja).
This replication seen in the climatologies at locations with previous climatological
documentation provides a general validation of the quality control procedures
implemented in this study. Making detailed climatologies involving meteorological
variables, particularly wind speed and direction, available for this region will directly
benefit efforts involved in natural resource extraction, construction, and environmental
risk assessment.
Trend analyses of mean monthly wind speed and air temperature have shown that
each of these variables underwent changes throughout the study period. Air temperature
was found to be increasing over the region, with strongest annual increases being
observed at northern locations. Significant seasonal changes were also evident in the late
cold season and late warm season/early cold season through increasing temperatures,
suggesting a connection with changes in sea ice coverage. Temperature trends in this
study largely agree with existing literature on the subject and suggest that the MannKendall trend test is a suitable non-parametric alternative to standard significance tests
for temperature data. This study also adds to the evidence that the Arctic is undergoing an
increase in near-surface air temperature.
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Trends were analyzed for annual and monthly 5th, 50th, 95th percentiles, and mean
wind speed. Overwhelmingly, mean annual, 50th, and 95th percentile trends were negative
and statistically significant. Monthly trends were more mixed in sign, however negative
trends were still dominant. Fifth percentile wind speed trends are mixed and likely the
result of changes in observing practices/instrumentation. A clear seasonality in wind
speed trends was not obvious from the monthly values (as opposed to temperature
trends). Decreasing trends in observed wind speed have been documented across wide
regions of the globe. A precise physical mechanism for this observed stilling over large
regions of the globe is not yet known. Several suggestions (i.e. increased surface
roughness, changing pressure gradients, etc.) have been offered for mid-latitude regions,
but no definitive conclusion reached. More research into the physical mechanisms
responsible for declining wind speeds is necessary. In this study, the implementation of
ASOS at Alaskan locations appeared to have influenced the wind record at some
locations. ASOS appeared to magnify the negative trends at locations with a large
number of calm wind speed observations (i.e. Bettles). Future studies involving the full
homogenization of wind records for these and other Arctic locations would aid in the
validation of observed wind speed trends presented here. In addition to full
homogenization of wind records increasing the available resolution of wind data is also
important to decrease the uncertainty involved in trend analyses of wind speed data. Also,
further evaluation of methods for the interpolation of wind speed data with respect to
height (i.e. wind power law) would be beneficial for future studies of wind speed in the
Arctic and in other regions of the globe.
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The performance of NARR in representing the climate of the Beaufort/Chukchi
was dependent on the variable being analyzed. Temperatures were found to have a
consistent warm bias over the region throughout the year. These differences were fairly
consistent and showed good linear agreement with in-situ observations on a monthly
basis (~r=0.99) at most locations. Sea ice representation in NARR may be partly
responsible for the magnitude of the differences observed in the climatologies. Trends in
1000 hPa NARR air temperature were also close in sign and magnitude to observational
trends. Wind speed was not as well represented on a monthly basis (~r=0.5). Interior
locations showed small positive biases in NARR wind speeds, while coastal stations
showed larger negative biases. This difference was not linear, as with temperature, and
seemed to be influenced more by extreme events than in-situ observations. Trends in
wind speed were not well represented and were typically positive in NARR. Wind
direction was generally well represented at coastal locations; interior locations less so.
Differences in wind speed trends and warm temperature biases in NARR had previously
been noted for different regions (i.e. Canada and contiguous United States). Further
evaluation of other variables in NARR (e.x. atmospheric pressure) would be beneficial
over the Beaufort/Chukchi region. Analysis of additional reanalysis data sets over the
region would also be helpful to determine which most accurately represents the climate
and associated trends in the Beaufort/Chukchi region.
Sea breezes were determined at Deadhorse using a combination of in-situ
observations and NARR data for the 2009 warm season. The frequency of sea breezes
indicated by NARR is highest in June and decreases throughout the warm season to a
minimum in September. The inland penetration of seas breezes and geographic area of
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the circulation appears to be governed by topography and the strength of the temperature
gradient over the area. Also, highlighted are the difficulties in using climate data to
determine sea breeze characteristics. The primary limiting factor appears to be spatial
resolution of data, specifically the lack of offshore data. Ideally, an updated field study of
sea breezes along the Beaufort Coast would be beneficial in determining fine scale
characteristics of sea breezes. Studies incorporating modeled or additional reanalysis data
would also be useful for additional perspectives on Arctic sea breezes.
From the results and discussion presented in this study, the nature of wind
regimes associated with the Beaufort/Chukchi coasts have been depicted through
analyses of wind speed, wind direction, and temperature records. Each individual
component of this study is valuable in itself, however in a complete package as presented
here they provide a broad climatic perspective on a region of increasing economic
importance. Knowledge of wind regimes is of importance to activities involving natural
resource extraction and environmental protection. In particular, indicated changes in wind
speed could be of significance to wind energy development in the Arctic. Decreases in
wind speed, when combined with increased temperature and reduced sea ice/snow cover,
could also have significant impacts on physical processes in the environment of the
Beaufort/Chukchi region. Understanding and resolving the differences between
observational and reanalysis data sets, particularly with regard to wind speed and
direction, are important due to their popularity in climate studies in data sparse regions.
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Table 1. Networks available in primary study area, observational frequency,
meteorological variables, and anemometer heights.
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Table 2. List of upper air observing sites in the primary study area.
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Table 3. List of long-term observing stations in the primary study area and for which
climatologies were developed.
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Table 4. Monthly and annual mean wind speed values for the long-term stations. Months
with highest mean wind speed are shown in red. Month with the lowest mean wind speed
are shown in blue. Wind speeds are in meters per second [ms-1].
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Table 5. Months with highest and lowest maximum wind speed [ms-1] observations for
long-term stations from 1979-2009.
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Table 6. Monthly and annual mean temperatures for the long-term stations. Month with
highest mean temperature are shown in red for each station. Month with the lowest mean
temperature are shown in blue. Temperature values are in degrees Celsius.
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Table 7. Mean monthly wind speed trend estimate (ms-1 yr-1) and associated p-values. Statistically significant trends are indicated in
bold (p ! 0.05). Annual signifies all months of the year. Negative trends (-) are shown in red.
Station
Barrow
Month

Bettles

Deadhorse

Inuvik

Kotzebue

Mys
Shmidta

Mys Uelen

Ostrov
Vrangelja

Trend/pvalue

January

.014/.563

-.04/<.001

-.033/.196

.001/.708

-.064/.014

-.036/.227

-.016/.563

-.062/.023

February

.050/.002

-.025/.002

-.029/.135

-.001/.946

.-004/.986

.013/.659

-.019/.760

.072/.096

March

.020/.634

-.037/<.001

-.038/.016

.001/.683

.-006/.634

-.039/.057

-.019/.760

-.021/.324

April

.004/.986

-.037/<.001

-.036/.174

.002/.659

-.004/.973

-.025/.185

-.017/.634

-.060/.174

May

-.002/.812

-.044/<.001

-.030/.308

-.009/.208

-.031/.038

-.037/.012

-.020/.434

-.038/.208

June

.016/.103

-.051/<.001

-.007/.434

-.002/.919

-.040/.004

-.017/.208

-.016/.395

-.030/.027

July

.027/.027

-.042/<.001

-.014/.760

.006/.341

-.028/.012

.009/.126

.007/.986

-.002/.838

August

-.008/.683

-.049/<.001

-.039/.001

.007/.208

-.026/.045

-.006/.634

-.020/.377

-.034/.062

September

-.001/.760

-.052/<.001

-.043/.001

.005/.276

-.035/.025

-.006/.973

-.004/.973

-.034/.072

October

.023/.144

-.043/<.001

-.046/.045

-.001/.946

-.015/.377

.003/.659

-.032/.185

.012/.610

November

.034/.089

-.047/<.001

-.030/.221

.009/.541

-.042./185

-.015/.683

-.028/.277

-.039/.248

December

.023/.248

-.033/<.001

-.037/.110

.009/.103

-.038./208

.063/.013

-.024/.434

-.003/.946

Annual

.017/<.001

-.042/<.001

-.032/<.001

.002/.550

-.026/<.001

-.007/.227

-.014/.359

-.019/.029

!
!
!

!
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Table 8. Annual mean, 5th, 50th, and 95th percentile trends in wind speed (ms-1 yr-1) from 1979-2009. Trends significant at 95%
(p!0.05) are given in bold. Negative trends (-) are shown in red.
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Table 9. Mean monthly temperature trend estimate (°C yr-1) and associated p-values. Statistically significant trends are indicated in
bold (p ! 0.05). Annual signifies all months of the year. Negative trends (-) are shown in red.
Station
Barrow

Bettles

Deadhorse

Inuvik

Kotzebue

Mys
Shmidta

Mys Uelen

Ostrov
Vrangelja

Month

Trend/p-value

January

-.03/.946

-.09/.659

-.04/.529

.07/.234

-.18/.083

-.09/.135

-.09/.359

-.03/.541

February

.04/0.415

.15/.359

.07/.333

.14/.126

-.05/.986

-.06/.563

>-.01/.812

>-.01/919

March

.01/.892

-.14/0.118

-.02/.465

-.02/.734

-.09/.185

.08/.208

.07/.541

.08/.341

April

.13/.021

.07/.518

.10/.179

.14/.057

.08/.54

.09/.126

.09/.324

.09/.041

May

.05/.185

-.01/.838

.04/.300

.03/.683

-.01/.812

.13/.017

.07/.053

.09/.066

June

.02/.291

.02/.395

.03/.529

.01/.587

.02/.812

.05/.010

.05/.025

.03/.077

July

.03/.248

>-.01/.919

-.02/.622

-.01/.634

.02/.518

.06/.053

.03/.786

.06/.012

August

.05/.208

<.01/.973

-.02/.646

-.03/.659

.01/.760

.11/.041

.05/.185

.06/.023

September

.12/<.011

.06/.208

.05/.168

.04/.455

.06/.103

.13/.001

.08/.009

.15/<.001

October

.22/<.001

.025/.708

.11/.062

.035/.308

.04/.475

.18/.002

.10/.004

.20/<.001

November

.19/.023

-.02/.786

.10/.221

.15/.066

-.02/.708

.16/.023

.14/.014

.16/.035

December

.15/.007

.10/.377

.10/.106

.17/.041

.06/.234

.15/.066

.09/.234

.15/.025

Annual

.09/.139

.02/.968

.06/.491

.07/.323

.02/.895

.10/.136

.07/.221

.10/.078
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Table 10. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of mean, 5th, 50th, and 95th percentile monthly wind speeds form 1979-2009 for NARR
and in-situ observations.
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Table 11. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) of mean monthly temperatures from 19792009 for NARR and in-situ observations.

Station

r-value

!

Barrow

0.987

Bettles

0.992

Deadhorse

0.984

Inuvik

0.997

Kotzebue

0.991

Mys

Mys

Ostrov

Shmidta

Uelen

Vrangelja

0.986

0.986

0.982
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Figure. 1: Map of the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas region of the Arctic
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Figure 2. Primary study area is the larger area outlined. All stations for project are
contained inside this boundary. Smaller hatched area is a secondary study area for an indepth sea breeze analysis for the summer of 2009.
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Figure 3. Map of all stations contained in and near the boundaries of the primary study
area broken down by individual network of origin.
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Figure 4. Map of stations within primary study area for which long-term
climatologies were develop
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Figure 5. Zoomed in map of sea breeze study area, with stations for the 2009 warm-season
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Figure 6. NARR wind direction at Deadhorse, AK for 0000 UTC July, 1 2009. Sharp
turning from onshore to offshore flow in the lower levels of the atmosphere is indicative
of a sea breeze circulation.
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Figure 7. Beaufort Sea coastline centered around Deadhorse, AK. Onshore and offshore
wind directions are shown, along with compass and arrows displaying coastline
orientation.
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Figure 8. Box and whisker plots of wind speed by month for the eight long-term stations.
The top of each box indicates the 75th percentile wind speed and the bottom box indicates
the 25th percentile wind speed. The length of the whiskers is 1.5 times the IQR. The
circles located outside the whiskers are considered to be outlier events. The x-axis
represents months of the year (January-December) number 1-12.
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Figure 9. Percentage of wind observations that classify as calm by month are shown, a
calm wind is defined as an observation with an indicated speed of less than 0.5 ms-1.
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Figure 10. Mean wind speeds for each hour at Barrow and Inuvik. Time is in Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC). Alaska Standard Time (AKDT) is -8 hours from UTC.
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Figure 11. Warm season wind roses for long term climatologies. Observations of wind
direction were binned into 16 cardinal directions. The inner most circle represents 10%
frequency, the middle circle represents 20% frequency, and the outer circle represents
30% frequency. The letters adjacent to the wind rose correspond to individual stations: a.
Barrow, b. Bettles, c. Deadhorse, d. Inuvik, e. Kotzebue, f. Mys Shmidta, g. Mys Uelen,
h. Ostrov Vrangelja.
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Figure 12. Cold season wind roses for long term climatologies. Observations of wind
direction were binned into 16 cardinal directions. The inner most circle represents 10%
frequency, the middle circle represents 20% frequency, and the outer circle represents
30% frequency. The letters adjacent to the wind rose correspond to individual stations: a.
Barrow, b. Bettles, c. Deadhorse, d. Inuvik, e. Kotzebue, f. Mys Shmidta, g. Mys Uelen,
h. Ostrov Vrangelja.
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Figure 13. Box and whisker plots showing wind speed with respect to wind direction.
Wind direction is on the x-axis and is binned into 30° increments
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Figure 14. Box and whisker plots of mean monthly temperature from 1979-2009 for long
term locations, x-axis represents month of the year (i.e. January = 1).
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Figure 15. 850 hPa mean monthly temperature and wind speed for upper air climatology
locations from 1979-2009.
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Figure 16. Warm season wind roses for near-surface (10m) and 850 hPa winds at upper
air observing locations. Sites are indicated by Roman numerals: i: Barrow, ii: Inuvik, iii:
Kotzebue. The left wind rose shows near-surface winds; the right wind rose shows 850
hPa winds.
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Figure 17. Cold season wind roses for near-surface (10m) and 850 hPa winds at upper air
observing locations. Sites are indicated by Roman numerals: i: Barrow, ii: Inuvik, iii:
Kotzebue. The left wind rose shows near-surface winds; the right wind rose shows 850
hPa winds.
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Figure 18. Time series of mean monthly wind speed from 1979-2009. Estimates of
annual trend (ms-1 yr-1) and associated p-values are shown
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Figure 19. Time series of 5th percentile wind speeds at Barrow from 1979-2009
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Figure 20. Time series of mean monthly temperature from 1979-2009. Estimates of
annual trend(ms-1 yr-1) and associated p-values are shown
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Figure 21. Box and whisker plots of wind speed by month using NARR wind speed data
in place of observations.
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Figure 22. Arithmetic differences (Observations minus NARR) between monthly
climatological values for wind speed (ms-1)
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Figure 23. Mean surface wind speeds for all months from NARR and Observations for
Barrow, AK from 1979-2009. The line in each graph is a 1:1 line.
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Figure 24. Climatological 850 hPa wind speed values from observations and NARR from
1979-2009 for warm-season months at Barrow, AK.
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Figure 25. Times series and trend (ms-1yr-1) of monthly wind speed (NARR 2 meter wind
speed) from 1979-2009.
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Figure 26. Box and whisker plots of mean monthly temperature (NARR 1000 hPa air
temperature) from 1979-2009.
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Figure 27. Arithmetic differences (Observations minus NARR) between monthly
climatological values for air temperature (°C).
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Figure 28. Time series and trend (°Cyr-1) of mean monthly temperature from NARR 1000
hPa air temperature data.
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Figure 29. Mean monthly surface temperatures for Barrow, AK from 1979-2009 from
Observations and NARR. Line through graph is a 1:1 line.
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Figure 30. Warm season wind roses for long term climatologies from NARR 10 meter
wind data. Observations of wind direction were binned into 16 cardinal directions. The
inner most circle represents 10% frequency, the middle circle represents 20% frequency,
and the outer circle represents 30% frequency. The letters adjacent to the wind rose
correspond to individual stations: a. Barrow, b. Bettles, c. Deadhorse, d. Inuvik, e.
Kotzebue, f. Mys Shmidta, g. Mys Uelen, h. Ostrov Vrangelja.
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Figure 31. Cold season wind roses for long term climatologies from NARR 10 meter
wind data. Observations of wind direction were binned into 16 cardinal directions. The
inner most circle represents 10% frequency, the middle circle represents 20% frequency,
and the outer circle represents 30% frequency. The letters adjacent to the wind rose
correspond to individual stations: a. Barrow, b. Bettles, c. Deadhorse, d. Inuvik, e.
Kotzebue, f. Mys Shmidta, g. Mys Uelen, h. Ostrov Vrangelja.
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Figure 32. Percentage of days in each month for the summer of 2009 for which sea
breeze criteria were met and percentage of days where criteria were not met at
Deadhorse, AK for the 2009 warm-season using NARR wind direction data.
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Figure 33. Observational wind field for 00:00UTC 10 June 2009 in the sea breeze study
area. Wind barbs indicate wind speed (no barb = < 5 knots, short barb = 5 knots, long
barb = 10 knots). 2-meter air temperature at 00:00 UTC is also plotted on the map for
each station.
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Figure 34. Observational wind field for 00:00UTC 27 July 2009 in the sea breeze study
area. Wind barbs indicate wind speed (no barb = < 5 knots, short barb = 5 knots, long
barb = 10 knots). 2-meter air temperature at 00:00 UTC is also plotted on the map for
each station.
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Figure 35. Observational wind field for 00:00UTC 12 August 2009 in the sea breeze
study area. Wind barbs indicate wind speed (no barb = < 5 knots, short barb = 5 knots,
long barb = 10 knots). 2-meter air temperature at 00:00 UTC is also plotted on the map
for each station.!
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Figure 36. Observational wind field for 00:00UTC 1 September 2009 in the sea breeze
study area. Wind barbs indicate wind speed (no barb = < 5 knots, short barb = 5 knots,
long barb = 10 knots). 2-meter air temperature at 00:00 UTC is also plotted on the map
for each station.
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